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A B S T R A C T
1 .
Lame’s differential equation arises when the wave 
equation is separated in ellipsoidal or sphero-conal 
coordinates. Throughout the work which follows, Lame’s 
equation has been used exclusively in its Jacobian elliptic 
form.
Chapter I of Part 1 extends the knowledge of 
integral relations involving Lame functions of the first and 
second kinds.
Chapter II considers the characteristic solutions 
of Lame’s equation when v is half an odd integer (the Lamd- 
Wangerin functions). Bounds are determined for the 
characteristic values of h and a further note gives bounds
for the values of h associated with the Lame polynomials.
> 2 The solution of Lame’s equation when v = \ and h = Kl+k )
is then obtained by direct integration. In the final sections
of the Chapter, new forms of the Lame-Wangerin functions are
introduced and there is a discussion of their orthogonality
properties.
In Chapter III it is shown that Lame’s equation can 
be reduced to the hypergeometric equation in various ways if
p
k = i and h is a certain function of v.
Part 2 is devoted to the consideration of a new 
perturbation technique which makes use of the Fourier series 
for sn (u,k). The method is applied to some triangular plate 
problems and there is some comment on further possible 
applications.
2 .
The Author wishes to express his great 
appreciation of the encouragement and valuable 
criticism given by Professor F.M.Arscott throughout 
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Introduction
1. Background
The ellipsoidal coordinate system a,3,y is given 
in terms of the cartesian system x,y,z by means of the 
relations
?x = fck sna sn3 sny
y = -£k^k’~1 cna cn3 cny (0.01)
z = ijik*”1 dna dn3 dny 
where n is a constant and k is the modulus of the Jacobian 
elliptic functions snu, cnu, dnu. In order to cover all 
values of x, y and z it is sufficient to have
a varying in the range (-2K, 2KJ
3 varying in the range [K, K+2iK’] and (0.02)
y varying in the range (iK*s K+iK’3.
Then the surfaces a = const., 3 = const.9 y = const, are
respectively sets of hyperboloids of two sheets, hyperboloids
of one sheet and ellipsoids. The origin of cartesian
coordinates is at a = 0, 3 = K, y = K+iK*. (0.03)
This coordinate system is discussed in more detail
by Arscott (1) and Erddlyi (1).
The separation of Laplace’s equation in the
ellipsoidal coordinate system leads to Lame’s equation in
the Jacobian form 
2
+ (h - v(v+l)k2sn2u)w = 0 (0.04)
du
for each of the independent variables a,3sy where h and v 
are separation constants. The reason for assuming the form 
v(v+l) will become apparent later.
A second coordinate system which reduces Laplace’s 
equation or the wave equation to Lame’s equation is the 
sphero-conal system r,a,3 defined by
x = kr sn a sn $
-1y = ikkf r cn a cri 3
(0.05a)
z = k ’ r dn- a dn 3
In order to ensure one-to-one correspondence 
between x,y,z and r,ot,3 we suppose that
r > 0, -2K < a < 2K,
(0 .05b)
while 3 = K+ip, 0 < p < 2K* .
The coordinate surfaces r = const, are spheres 
whilst the surfaces a = const., 3 = const, are systems of
confocal cones. (Again for further discussion see the works
by Arscott(l) and Erdelyi (1).) Separated solutions in a,3 
both give rise to equation (0.04) .
Other forms of Lamd’s equation, involving 
Weierstrassian elliptic functions,are to be found in the 
literature, but for our purposes the Jacobian form is the 
most useful.
Since replacement of v by -v-1 leaves equation 
(0.04) unchanged we may take
Re -i . (0.06)
Of great practical importance are those solutions 
of equation (0,04)which are doubly periodic with real period 
2K or 4 k and imaginary period 2iK’ or 4iK*, The 
significance of such solutions is considered in Section 
15*5 of the work of Erdelyi et al already quoted.
The most familiar result concerning Lamp's 
equation is that for a doubly periodic solution*in the 
sense of the last paragraph, to exist, v must be an 
integer, which we may take to be positive, as a result of 
(0.06) while htakes one of a set of 2v+l characteristic 
values which are real and different. The corresponding 
solutions are known as Lamd polynomials since they are
terminating series of powers of snu, cnu, dnu or 
combinations of these functions.
Eight types of polynomial solutions arise:
(i) when v is an even integer, 2N, say, there are
p
(a) N+l solutions of the form F^(sn u)3
2
(b) N solutions of the form snu cnu F^_^(sn u),
2
(c) N solutions of the form snu dnu FN_^(sn u),
2
(d) N solutions of the form cnu dnu FN-^(sn u),
(ii) when v is an odd integer, 2N+1, say, there are
v 2(e) N+l solutions of the form snu FTxT(sn u),
2
(f) N+l solutions of the form cnu F*7(sn u) ,N
2
(g) N+l solutions of the form dnu F^Csn u),
2
(h) N solutions of the form snu cnu dnu F^-^Csn u) , 
where Fp(z) stands for a polynomial of degree p in z.
These polynomials may all be expressed as
snpu cnau dnTu Fp(sn2u) (0.07)
where p,a,x are 0 or 1 and p+o+x+2p = v.
The notation we shall adopt for the Lamd 
polynomials is that introduced in Section 9.3*2 of Arscott 1 
and is as follows, corresponding in each case with the 
functions already enumerated:
(a) uE2n(u) m = 0,1,2,...,n
(b) scE“n+2(u)
(°) sdE“n+2(u)
(d) odE2n+2 u^^
(e) sE2n+l(u)
(f) cE2n+l(u)
(g) dE2n+hu^
(h) scdEgn+j(u)
where the properties of parity and periodicity are clear in
each case from the prefix given. The subscript n in E^(u) 
stands for integral v in equation (0.04) while the value m 
is given by the position of the polynomial in the sequence 
E°(u), E^(u),..., where the functions are arranged so
that the characteristic values of h from which they are 
derived are in ascending order, i.e. h° < h^ < ... < h£.
In 1885 Stieltjes (1) proved that the functions 
with superscript m have precisely m simple zeros in the 
range 0 < u < K. It is also known that there are precisely 
n - m zeros on the line-segment u = K + i p ,  0 < p < K l
Various orthogonality and integral relations 
concerning the Lam6 polynomials can be obtained. The most 
important is that
2K m. mQ- f = 0 mn 4 m0
/ E (u)E (u)du ) 1 2  (0.08)
-2K , n0 m^ = m^
ml m2where En (u), En (u) are Lamd polynomials of the same type.
ml mp
If E^ (u), En (u) belong to different types of Lame polynomials 
then parity and periodicity can be used to show that all the 
integrals of (0.08) are zero whether or not m^ equals m2.
This means that Lamd polynomials of the same type 
are linearly independent; those of different types are 
obviously also linearly independent. (Other ranges of 
integration could be used, for example from K~2iK* to K+2iK?.
In such cases the second integral in (0.08) may be negative - 
it is certainly non-zero. For a discussion of alternative 
ranges of integration and wider orthogonality properties see 
Section 1, Chapter I of this Thesis.)
When one solution of LameTs equation is doubly 
periodic the corresponding second solution is not periodic 
at all.
A second solution of Lam€?s equation can be derived
by assuming a solution which involves a descending power 
series in sn u. It is found that when the first solution is 
the polynomial (0.07) a second solution can be defined 
conveniently as
CO _ 0
snpu cnau dnTu £ a (sn u)~v” r  ^ (0.09)
r=o
normalised by assuming a = 1.
The second solution corresponding to a particular 
Lame polynomial E^(u) is denoted by F^(u); the second 
solution corresponding to uE^(u) being written as uF^(u) 
and so on.
It> follows that as |sn u| »
E(u) ^ (-i)G+T kT(sn u)n 
F(u) ^ (-i)0+T kT(sn u) 
and hence we have the Wronskian
E(u)F'(u)-E'(u)P(u) = C-l)0+T(2n+l)k2T+1i' (0.10)
Solutions which are doubly periodic with periods 
other than those so far discussed and those which are singly 
periodic or non-periodic have received less attention* 
although from recent considerations (see Part 1 Chapter II 
and Part 2 of this Thesis) it is clear that they will be seen 
to be increasingly important.
For a discussion of these and other important 
results concerning Lame!s equation see Arscott 1 and Erdelyi 1* 
Extensive bibliographies are given in both publications.
2. Plan of this Thesis
The Thesis which follows is divided into two main 
parts. The earlier part consists of three Chapters; the
first of these develops work by Arscott on integral 
equations involving Lame polynomials, the second deals with 
the case of Lame*s equation in which v is half an odd integer 
and has its origin in two papers by Ince, while the last 
chapter considers some transformations of Lamd*s equation
into the hypergeometric equation in the special case in
2 , which k = $.
Part 2 gives a new perturbation technique which 
has been used to solve certain triangular plate problems.
This technique, unlike other perturbations, leads to an 
accurate calculation of results over a wide range of values 
of k2.
10.
Part 1 
Chapter I
Some Integral Relations
1. Introduction
Single and double integral relations connecting 
the solutions of several periodic differential equations 
(those with periodic coefficients) are discussed by 
Arseott (1). In (2) he derives further integral relations 
and equations for the solutions of Lame’s equation.
The following theorems are proved in that paper 
and they can be used to generate a large number of integral 
formulae:
Theorem I Let w(u) satisfy Lamd’s equation (0.04) and 
G(a,3) satisfy the partial differential equation
lf§ . 1 %  = V(v+l)k2(sn2a - Sn'26)G (1-01)
8a 83
where w, G are analytic when a,3 lie in regions R , R fta p
of their planes. Let C be a path in the 3-plane lying 
wholly in R^ and such that
(i) G(a,B) - vr(g) (1.02)
has the same value at the two ends of C,
(ii) W(a) = /c G(a,e) w(3) d3 (1.03)
exists and, if singular, converges uniformly with
respect to a in R .
a
Then W(u) is a solution of Lame’s equation (0.04) 
with the same v,h as w(u).
Theorem II Let w(u) satisfy Lamd’s equation and H(a,3*Y) 
satisfy the partial differential equation
OP oy (1.04)
w, H being analytic in appropriate complex regions. Let
W(y) = /. / H(as33y) w(a) w( 3) (sn2a-sn23)da&3, (1.05)
C a fta p
Ca* ^3 being suitable paths in the a 3 - planes.
Then W(u) is a solution of equation (0.04) with the 
same v3 h as w(u), provided
(i) VJ exists and is uniformly convergent with respect 
to y,
(ii) both the integrals
I-L = J (sn2y-sn23) 
C$
12 - \ (sn2y-sn2a)
w(a) iS _ H dw(al 
3a CLa . dB (1.06)
C
« ct
a
da (1.07)
vanish,where [ 4»] c denotes the difference in the values 
of $ at the ends of C.
In this chapter we shall discuss some implications 
of these theorems3 first summarising the results given by 
Arscott (2) and then deriving some new relations.
Equations (1.01) and (1.04) may both be transformed 
into standard forms. Using the relations between the 
sphero-conal (0 .05) and spherical polar coordinate systems 
kr sn a sn 3 = r sin 6 cos <f>
ikk,*‘1r cn a. cn 3 = r sin 0 sin <f> (1 .08)
k,-^r dn a dn 3 = r cos 0,
equation (1 .01) becomes
2 , 2 
•Ml + cot 8 II + cosec2e Ml + v(v+l)C5 = 0 (1.09)
362 30 8<p
which has the spherical harmonics of degree n as solutions.
(The same equation arises if the right-hand sides of (1.08)
are permuted in any way.)
In addition the ellipsoidal coordinates given by 
(0.01) reduce equation (1.04) to Laplace’s equation
v2h = 0 . (1.10)
Thus it is easy to write down possible nuclei G and H for 
the two theorems. The character of W in each case will 
depend on the choice of nucleus, the path of integration 
and the function w.
For the rest of this chapter we shall suppose v to 
be a non-negative integer and shall denote it by n.
2. Derivation of Integral Equations from Theorem I
As has already been noted, solutions of equation 
(1.01) may be written down by using equations (1.08).
Possible functions are
P® (cos 6) ets^  , (1.11)
Q® (cos 6) e±sl<f’ , (1.12)
for s = 0,1,2,...,n.
In (4) Erddlyi considers the case in which C is 
the real segment (-2K,2K), G(a,g) is a spherical harmonic of
•vyi
the first kind and w is a Lamd polynomial E^(u). The 
conditions of Theorem I are satisfied and W(a) is then 
identically zero or a polynomial in sna, cna, dna, depending 
on the nucleus. The functions (1.11), expressed in terms of 
a, 8 (using cos 6 = k sna sne etc.) fall into eight types 
depending on the parity of n and s and the choice of cos s<fr 
or sin s<p, these eight types being in one-to-one 
correspondence with the eight types of Lamd polynomial, in 
accordance with Arscott (2).
However, as Larnd’s equation has at most one 
polynomial solution, W(a) = 0 when the nucleus does not
13.
correspond to the Lamd polynomial w(a) = E^j(a). If the 
nucleus is a function which corresponds to w(a) then W(a)9 
being a polynomial in sna3 cna9 dna, must be a multiple 
of E^(a). Thus we have an integral equation for E^(a) which 
is satisfied by all the Lamd polynomials of the appropriate 
type and of degree n. It is possible* of course* that one 
or more of the integrals involved is identically zero in a 
but it is not known whether such is ever the case.
Arscott then makes use of the four simplest 
spherical harmonics
P^Ccos e)* sin e sin $ P^(cos e)*
p
sin 0 cos <{» P*(cos e)* sin 6 sin <j> cos <J> PMcos 0) n n
together with relations(1.08) and their permutations* to give
the following table of suitable nuclei, where
S = k sri a sn 3*
-1C = ikk! cn a cn 3*
D = k ’"1 dn a dn 8 . (1.13)
Type uE2n Type sE2n+1 Type cE2n+1 Type dE2n+1
P2n(S) P2n+l^S) P2n+l(C) P2n+1(D^
P2n(C> s?*n+i(c) CP2n+l(S) DP^n+i(S)
P2n<D > SP; W D > CPW D) DP2n+l(C)
(l.l4)
Type scE2n+2 Type saE2n+2 Type cdE2n+2 Type sodE2n+3
CP2n+2(S) D!W S) DPW (C) CDP2n+3(S)
SP^n+2(C) SP-n+2(D) CP'n+2(D) SDP»n+3(C)
SCP^_+2(D) SDP^+2(C) CDP>’n+2(S) SCP^n+3(D)
He then comments on the way in which the parity 
of the integrand may enable the interval of integration 
(-2K*2K) to be reduced to (-K*K)* (0*2K) or even (0*K),
Other paths of integration are permissible* such as 
the straight line segment (K-2iKt*K+2iK?)* provided that 
3 = iK* (a pole of sn 3* cn 3* dn 3) does not lie on the path.
Since the second solution of Lamp’s equation*
F^(u)s behaves like (sn u)~n~^* while E^(u) behaves like
XI-(sn u) as |sn u| -*-«>* it is reasonable* in order to obtain 
integral relations for F^(u)* to take a spherical harmonic of 
the type Q^(cos e)e”sl<^  (1.12) as nucleus in Theorem I since 
this has the required behaviour as | sn u | -*■ «>.
Thus* if w(3) = E^(3)* we observe that 
F®(o) = Aj Q®(eos e)°?® B* E“ (e)dp
c
provided the other conditions of Theorem I are satisfied.
Care must be taken to ensure that k sn a sn 3 = cos 0 does
not take either of the values ±1 on the path of integration
because of the nature of Q®(cos 0) then. Thus we shall need
to choose our path of integration in accordance with the
required value of a.
Arscott considered the functions uE? * uF1? with2n* 2n
®2n^ sn a sn as nucleus and investigated
W*(a) = Jb Q2n(k sn a sn 3) uE^(3)d3 
a
in which a*b are so far unspecified.
He put
f(3) = Q2n^k sn a sn ^uE2 n ^ ~ uE2 n ^ 1 ^ 2 n ^ k sn a sn ^
= Q2n(ksna sn3)uE^( 3)-ksna cn3 dn3 uE^C 3)Q2n(ksna sn3).
Now* for 3 = 0* K* K+iK»* 
uE2n(3) i 0 while uE*^(3) = 0* 
and* since Qpn^^ as an ^uncti°n °f £9 ^2n^^ = while 
Q2n(°) * %  so
f(K) = f (K+iK’) = 0 v;hile f(0) = — k sn o uE®(0) Q ^ 0 ) * °'
Thus a = K, d = K + iK* are suitable limits of 
integration and so
rK+iK*
uF2 n ^  = X-Ik Q2n^k sn a sn ^  uE2n(3)d3 (1.15)
for some constant X, possibly infinite.
Since k sn a sn 3 must not take the values *1 on 
the path of integration (as sn 3 varies from 1 to 1/k or 
k sn a sn 3 varies from k sn a to sn a) our relation will be 
valid for all values of a except those for which sn a is 
real and 1 ^ |sn a| < 1/k. We must, therefore, exclude 
values of a for which HI a = (2p+l)K, where p is an integer.
(For the relevant properties of the elliptic functions,' see, 
for example, Bowman 1.)
It is clear that f(-2K)= f(2K) but the limits 
a = -2K, b = 2K are unsuitable since, the integrand being 
odd in 3, the integral would then be identically zero.
Similar reasoning gives rise to the relations, 
for some X,
K+iK9
sF2n + l ^  = Ci2n+l^k sn a sn ^  sE2n+l^ ^ d3 (1 .16)
provided R1 a / (2p+l)K,
uF2n(a) = l/ Q2n. Cp* dn a dn 3) uE2n(3)d3 (1.17)
o
provided Im a / 2pKf and
ra K K+iK* .1r
uF2n^a) = ^ / 0 + ^ 2n % ^  cn a cn ^  uE2n (3)d3 (l.lB)
provided HI a i 2pK and Im a / (2a+l)K1, p,q being integers.
These results were given by Arscott 
( 2 ) and we shall now show that there are three such 
integral relations corresponding to each of the eight types 
of Lamd polynomials.
As with the spherical harmonics of the first kind 
we can of course construct 24 nuclei from the four simplest
spherical harmonics of the second kind, i.e. Qn (cos 6)9
• "1 O
Q^(cos 6) sin <f>, Q^(cos e) cos <{>, Qn(cos e) sin 2<J> which 
are respectively equivalent to Qn(cos 8), sin 8 sin <j> Q^(cos 8), 
sin 8 cos <J> Q^(cos 0) and sin 0 sin <f> cos <i> Q”(cos 6), in 
each of which n may be even or odd.
Expressing these functions in terms of 8 by 
means of (1.08) and the other formulae obtained by permuting 
the right-hand sides of (1.08) we have 2U distinct functions 
G(a,8) suitable as nuclei in (1.03).
Writing, as before,
S = ksn a sn 8 
C = ikk,~1 cn a cn 8 
D = k ,*“1 dn a 4n 8 
and tabulating them in the same way as for functions of the 
first kind we have the following array:
1 11 sF2n+l(“> 111 cF2n+l<°> IV
(l) Q2n(S) Q2 n + 1 ^  Q2 n + 1 ^  Q2n+1.
Cii) Q2n(C) SQ^n+1(C) CQ>n+1(S) DQ'n+1(S)
(iii) Q2n(D) SQ-n+1(D) CQ<n+1(D) DQ£n+1<C>
(1.19)
V scF2n+2(a) VI sdF2tn-2(ct) VI1 cdF2rni2(a)VI11 scdF2n+3(a)
(i) CQ>n+2(S) DQ>n+2(S) DQ^n+2(C) C D Q ^ C S )
Cii) SQ-n+2(C) SQ'n+2(D) CQ-n+2(D) S D Q ^ C )
(iii)SCQ»n+2(D) SDQ^n+2(C) CDQ«n+2(S) S C Q ^ C D )
We see that I(i), II(i), I(iii), I(ii) are the 
nuclei obtained by Arscott.
It is easily shown that the nuclei as given above 
do correspond to the Lamd functions under which they are 
tabulated, provided the limits of integration are suitably 
chosen.
For example consider II(ii) :
Let f(g) e SQ’2n+1(C)J| 8E2n+1(B)-sE2n+1(«)^{SQ'2n+1(C)}
= SQ*2n+1(C){cn 0 dn 3 <i>2n(3)+sn 3 4>£n(3)}-
- sE2n+i(3)fk sn a cn 3 dn 3 ~
~ He7" sn a sn23 dn 3 cn a Q ^ n + l ^ ^
where 4>2n(3) as a Polynorflial an sn 3 of degree 2n.
Thus f(0) = f(K+iKT) = f(2K) = 0 and 
f(*IC) = ik2s}>2n(K) sn a cn c. Q£n+1(0) i 0.
So, for some X, possibly infinite in value,
K- K+iK?
sP2n + l ^  = + E  J SQ2n + l ^  sE2n + l ^ dB0 A
provided R1 a i 2pK and Im a i (2q+l)Kf where p, q are 
integers.
Similar arguments lead to the verification of-
the suitability of all the other nuclei given in the table,
the simplest ranges of integration being
K to K*iK? when the argument of the Q function is S 
provided R3 a i (2p+l)K,
0 toKgc K to IC+iKf when the argument of the Q function is 0 
provided R1 a t 2pK and Im a  ^ (2q+l)KT ,
0 to K when the argument of the Q function is D 
provided Im a i 2pK‘.
Thus we have the following 24 equations, the values of X 
differing from equation to equation: In each case
p and q denote integers and (1.13)
-1 —1S = k s n a s n 3,C = ikkf cn a cn 3, D = k* dn a dn 3.
K+iK'
I (i) uP^n(a) = Aj Q2n(S)uE™n(B)d6 if R1 a t (2p+l)K,
K
/ K K+iKA
(ii) uP|n(a) = A(J + j Q 2n(C)uEr‘1n (g)dB
if R1 at 2pK, Ira a t (2q+l)K'
K 
(iii) uF|n (a) = xjf Q2n(D)uE|n (3)d3 if Im a f 2pK*, 
K+iK*
II (i) sF2n+1(a) = xf^ Q2 n + l ^ sE2 n + l ^ dp
if R1 a t (2p+l)K,
/ K K+iK*
(ii) sF^n+1(a) = a(/ + /k )sQ2’n+1(C)SE|n+1(B)dg
if R1 a t 2pIC, Im a t (2q+l)K'
jr
(iii) sF|n+1(a) = A/ SQ^n+1(D)sE“n+1(B)dB i f  Im a  ii 2pK>,
/ K  K+iK'\
III (i) oEfn+1(«) = a (J + J > 2n+l<C>cE2n+l(B)d6
O K
if R1 a t 2pK, Im a t (2q+I)K'
K+iK1
(ii) e ^ n+1(a) = a/k CQ-n+1(S)cE“n+1(B)dB
if RI a i (2p+l)K,
(iii) cF®n+1(a) = x/KC Q ^ +1(D)cE|n (B)dB
o
if Im a t 2pK*,
m K
IV (i) dF2n+1(a) = xj‘ Q2n+1 (D)dEpn+1(3)d3 if Im a i 2pK*,
o
K+iK*
(ii) dF2n+i(°t) = DQ2 n + l ^ dE2 n + l ^ d3
if Rl a i (2p+l)K,
/ K K+iK<
(iii) d52n+l(a) = X(/Q + IK ) D«2n+l(C)dE2n+l(B:,dB
if Rl a i 2pK, Im a i (2q+l)K*
K+iK*
V (i) scF!n+2(a> = X/K ° Q ; W S)soE2n+2(B)dB
if Rl a i (2p+l)K,
, K K+iKI
(ii) scF2 n + 2 ^  = * -L ) SQ2 n + 2 ^ scE2 n + 2 ^ d3vo K /
if Rl a i 2pK, Im a / (2q+l)K*,
K+iK*
(iii) S0F“n+2(a) = X/K SCQ»n+2(D)8CE“n+2(8)dB
if Im a j* 2pK*,
K+iK*
VI (i) sd52n+2(o) = X/K D4 n +2 (S)sdEW B)dB
if Rl a ?! (2p+l)Kj
K
(ii) sdF|n+2(a) = A/ SQ^n+2(D)sdE“n+2(B)dB
if Im a i 2pK*,, K K+iK*
(iii) sdF^n+2(a) = x^ o + ^ SD^2n+2^C^sdE2n+2^
if Rl a i 2pKs Im a i (2q+l)K*,
/ K K+iKJ
VII (i) CdF”n+2(a) = x(; + J ) ^ n+2(C)cdE“n+2(B)dB
\  O K /
if Rl a i 2pK, Im a i (2q+l)Kf,
(ii) cdFfn+2(a) = A/ACQ|n+2(D)cdE“n+2(B)dB
o
if Im a i 2pK*,
(iii) cdF2n+2(a) = x/^ CDQ^n+2(S)cdn.2n+2(3)d3
if Rl a / (2p+l)K.
K+iK*
VIII (i) scdF2n+3(a) = XJ^  CDQ”n+3(S)scdE^n+3(3)d3
K
if Rl a t (2p+l)K,
/ K K+iK*
(ii) scdF“n+3(a) = x(j + / j S D Q ^ 3(C)scdE“n+3(B)dB
if Rl a t 2pK, Im a i (2q+l)K
K
(iii) sodF“n+3(a) = X/ SCQ^n+3(D)scdE®n+3(B)dB
if Im a ?! 2pK'.
3. Derivation of Integral Equations for Lamg Functions
of the Second Kind from Theorem II
Let us consider (1,05) and take w(a) to be the 
Larne polynomial E^J(a). If C q is the range (-2K,2K) of a 
while C (K-2iK?, K+2iKf) is that for 3 then the expressions
P
I-^ (1.06) and I2 (1.07) are zero if H(a,3,y) is periodic
with periods *+K, 4iK* respectively in a and 3.
Now if H is finite when sn y is finite, W(y)
cannot contain E^(y) and so must be a multiple (possibly zero)
of E^(y), while if H -»■ 0 as | sn y | + *> then W(y) must be a
multiple (again possibly zero) of F^(y).
Let H be a spherical solid harmonic of degree N,
H = Ujj(o,g4v) = rWP®(oos e) H *  s$ (1.20)
where N, s are non-negative integers, s ^ N and, from 
(0 .05) and (1.08),
r = /(x2+y2+z2) = £/(k2sn2a-k2cn23-dn2y).
It is then shown by Arscott that
W*(y) = UM(a, 3,y)E™(a)E*JJ(3) (sn2a-sn23)dad3 * (1 .21)
(which function is a polynomial of degree N in 
sn y, cn y, dn y) is identically zero unless N = n and UN 
has the same parity and periodicity properties as the Lamd 
polynomial E^(a).
If Un(a,3,y) is appropriately chosen then ¥*(y) 
is a solution of Lamdfs equation with the same n and h as 
E™(y); being a polynomial of degree n of the same type 
as E^(y), W*(y) must be a multiple (possibly zero) of E^(y) 
and so one is led to a set of integral equations, one of 
which, for example, is
i As usual in this context 2^ F+2iKf
ff <j>(a,3)dad3 stands for f da f $(a,3)d3.
JJ J-2K
uEr2n(Y) = xJ/r2nP2®(cos 6)cos 2s<j» uE2n(a )uEgn( 3)<sn2ct-sn2B)dad$ .
s
In order to derive integral formulae for the 
functions E^(u) we need a nucleus which satisfies Laplace’s 
equation and which tends to zero as y •* iKf (i.e. at infinity 
in xyz - space). Suitable functions are thus the "external
spherical harmonics"
-N-l cosr PurCcos 0) • s4> •N s m  v
It can be seen, as before, that the corresponding 
surface harmonics (1.11) divide into eight classes according 
to the values of N and s. For N,s even and using cos s<j> 
we have the class corresponding to uE, uF. If N = s = 0 we 
have the simplest nucleus
u = 7 - T(k2sn2a - k2cn2$ - dn2y)”* (1.22)i «y
which serves to give uF2n in terms of uE2 for all m and n 
i.e. uF“n (y) = x“n f f £ u E % n(<*) uE®n (B) (sn2ct-sn2e)dadB ., (1.23)
<3
This result was given by Liouville and Halphen 
using a method which we shall adapt to deal with the other 
seven classes of Lamd* polynomials. Liouville’s method gives 
the value for equation (1.23)
X® = -------- rlto+UAH?*---------  . Cl.24)
2n 8 it uE2n (0)uE^n (K)uE®n (K+iK»)
Arscott shows that the simplest nuclei which can 
be used for the other seven types of functions are as 
follows:
sP2n+l W
and hence 
>m
sE •• x/r3
cE ••
■5
y/r-'
dE : z/r^ where
scE xy/r^ given
sdE xz/r^
cdE yz/r^
scdE
7
xyz/r'
Thus we have, for example,
= xm 2n+l I!
S
X cTPm  (
r3 S 2n+l(o)sEm ' 2n+l
(1.25)
sP2 n + l ^  = X2n+1 (/ ay^r3^sE2 n + l ^ sE2 n + l ^ ^ sn a~sn g)dadB,
so
sE(y) s F * ( y) - s E ’Cy ) s F ( y )
= X2n+l/^sE( y )’97(J5 ) ~ 3  sE’ (Y) }sE(a)sE( 3) (sn2a-sn26)d 
s r r
where E(y) = E2n+1^Y^  E P2 n + 1 ^  *
On putting V(a,3,y) = sE(a)sE(B)sE(y) and using 
equation (0*10) this becomes
(4n+3)k = x“n+1 ff{yJ-(J^) - JL |I}(Sn2a-sn2B)dade .
s r r
Now over the surface of the ellipsoid S calculation
(1.2 6)
shows that
av. dS = -ik2U s n 2a - sn23) —  dotd$ an ay (1.27)
where —  denotes the outward normal derivative and ds is an 
element of surface area. (This result differs slightly from 
the ones used by Arscott (2) and Sleeman (1) where errors 
were made in the calculation.)
Thus (1.2 6) becomes
-i(4n+3)M<? = x“n+1 (V -i- (-2-} - - 2 L 2 1) dS 
3n r3 r3 3n
the integral being taken twice over the surface of an 
ellipsoid containing the origin (a = 0, M  K, y = K+iKf)
p
Inside this ellipsoid v V = 0 everywhere, so Green1s 
formula
(V —  - U -|2)dS =v 3n d n J ( W 2U - UV2V)dv
■Z
with U = x/r , v being the volume enclosed by the ellipsoid, 
leads to
r
J
-i(4n+3Hk3 = 2x|n+1 VV2(-2?)dv
r3
= 2Xm2n+l
v
v
sE(a)sE(6)sE(Y)V2(-2?)dv .
We thus obtain the following eight results, which 
arise from similar working carried out with each of the 
other seven types of Lame polynomials, using the nuclei given 
in (1.25):
uF(y ): -i('fn+l)£k3=2x//JuE(o)uE(g)uE(Y)v2(i)dv
V
sF(y): -3.(411+3) S.k3=2X///sE(a)sE( B)sE(y) )dv
cF(y) : 3.(4n+3Hk3=2xJJJoE(a)cE(g)eE(Y)V2(-2r)dr
v r
dF(Y>s i(4n+3)S.k3=2XJ//dE(a)dE($)dE(y)V2(-%)dv
v r
scF(y): i(4n+5)£k3=2xJJ/scE(a)scE( $)scE( y ) V2(^r)dv
v r-3
sdF(Y): 3.(4n+5Uk5=2xJ/JsdE(a)sdE(6)sdE(Y)V2(^|)dv
v r
cdF(Y): -i(1tn+5)Jlk5 = 2X///cdE(a)cdE(S)cdE(Y)V2(2|)dv
v r-5
(1.28)
(1.29)
(1.30)
(1.31)
(1.32)
(1.33)
(1.34)
sodF(Y): -i(4n+7)«.k5=2x///scdE(a)sodE(g)scdE(Y)v2(2£S)dv (1.35)
In order to evaluate the integrals which occur in 
equations (1 *28) - (1.35) we may use the identity, in terms
of the Dirac delta function,
v2(|) = - 4>r 6(x) S(y) 6(z) 
consequences of which are
r3
= 4ir«' (x)6(y)6(z)
Cl.36)
(1.37)
(1.38)
v2(JI) = 3 (v2^ }  = - T
v2( ^ )  = _ ^ _ | i _ {,2(I )} s * (x)6' (y) 6' (z), (1.39)
together with similar relations for V2(^?), v2(~|),
y* r> Y*
v 2 (£ f>  .
r5
Thus if the volume v contains the origin x = 0, 
y = 0, z = 0 and f(0,0,0) is defined,
JJJ f (x,y,z)V2(^)dv = -^Tr///f(x,y,z)6(x)6(y)6(z)dv = -4irf(0,0,0) 
v r v (1.40)
mx,y,zjxV2/X 
v r' v
= 4tt / x f (x,0,0) 6 * (x)dx 
L
(where L is some interval on the x-axis 
which contains x = 0)
= - 4tt
///f(x,y,z)x (-^)dv = 4ir///f (x^y,z)x6f (x)6(y)6(z)dv
^{xf(x,0,0)} I + 
Li1* _J x=o
= -4* fCO.O^O) (1.41)
JJ/f(x,y,z)xyV2(£|)clv = - (x,y,z)xy6' (x)6' (y)6(z)dv
3 v
47T ! 3^
4u= - f(0,0,0 )
///f*(x,y,z)xyzv2(^|^)dv = - tf 
v r' 5 3x3y3z
{xyzf(x,y,z)}
Jjir
x=o,y=o
z=o
= - ~  f(0,0 ,0 ) .
(1.42)
(1.43)
t
For example D.S.Jones Generalised Functions P.62, Ex.8.
Nov; equations (1.28) - (1.35) niay be rewritten
thus:
-i(4n+lHk3 = 2A///uE(a)uE(S)uE(Y)V2(i)dv
V
-i(4n+3H2k^ = 2A ) xy2(X )dv
-i(4n+3)
A !
k f
-(4n+3) k ?
= 2 A
= 2 A
A 7
-i(4n+5)-^r~ = 2A
r(4n+5)
k'
A 7
k»
v
v
v
sn a sn 3 sn y 'r3
yV2(JL)dv 
cn a cn 3 cn y r3
dE(a)dE( B)dE(y)
/>3 v» ai v% O v*> V /
(1.28A)
(1.29A)
(1.30A)
(1.31A)
dn a dn g dn y X
scE(o)scE(6)scE(y)_______ xvv2(22)dv
sn a cn a sn p e n  3 sn y cn y r.5
r (1.32A)
= 2A sdE(a)sdE(g)sdE(Y) ::-T2(xy)a..
sn a dm a sm g dm g sm y dn y
-(4n+5)— -4- = 2X 
k’
.4^9
T<4n+7)JLiTr = 2X
V
V
(1.33A)
k »2
cdE(a)cdE(3)cdE(y) ?2/yz)d
cn a dn a cn 3 dn p cn y dn y r5 ^  34A)
scdE(a)scdE(3)scdE(v) 2/XyZx, ^
snacnadnasn3cn3dn3snYcnYdnY r (1 *35A)
However, evaluated at a=0, 3=K, y^+iK1 (and thus at 
x=0, y=0, z=0),
uE(0)uE(K)uE(K+iK*)
= ksE»(0)sE(K)sE(K+iKf)
k
uE(a)uE(3)uE(y)
sE(a)sE(3)sE(Y) 
sn a sn 3 sn y
cE(a)cE(3)cE(Y) 
cn a cn 3 cn y
dE(a)dE(3)dE(Y) 
dn a dn 3 dn y
scE(a)scE(3)scE(y ) 
snacnasnBcnBsnybny
sdE(a)sdE(3)sdE(y) 
snadnasn 3dn Bsnydny
cdE(a)cdE(3)cdE(y) 
cnadnacn3dn3cnydnY
ik’2
1
ik'2
k2
• i ,2ik * 
k
ik ,2
cE(0)cE*(K)cE(K+iKf) 
dE(0)dE(K)dE»(K+iKf) 
scE*(0)scEf(K)scE(K+iK*) 
sdE1(0)sdE(K)sdEf(K+iK»)
(1.44)
k
scdE(a)scdE(B)scdE(y)
k
nr cdE(0)cdE*(K)cdE* (K+iK*) 
»4
-^—rscdE* (0)scdEf (K)scdE' (K+iKf)
Irt 4snacnadnasnBcnBdnBsnycnydnY
Thus using equations (1.40) - (1.43) and the similar 
relations for the other nuclei, together with equations(1.44), 
we may evaluate the integrals in equations (1.28), (1.29A) -
(1.35A). The following results are obtained:
uF: X = i(4n+lHk3/{8Tr uE(0)uE(K)uE(K+iK')}
sP: X = i(4n+3H2k /{8ir sE1 (0)sE(K)sE(K+iK')}
cP: X = -(4n+3)Jl2kltk'/{8w cE(0)cE ’ (K)oE(K+iK')}
dP: X = i( 3 ) « •  2k5k '/{8tt dE(0)dE(K)dE' (K+iK')}
x x (1.45)
soP: X = -3(4n+5)«.')k:3k ,/{8Tr scE’ (O)scE1 (K)scE(K+iK' )} 
sdP: X = 3i(4n+5H3k6k'/{8ir sdE'(0)sdE(K)sdEV(K+iK')} 
cdP: X = -3(4n+5H3k6k'2/{8TT cdE(0)cdE' (K)cdE' (K+iK1)} 
scdP: X = -15(4n+7H k7k ’2/{8ir sodE' (O)sedE' (K)scdE' (K+iK') }.
denominator when and only when the function concerned is 
zero at the specified value of its argument.
Combining equations (1.45) with the nuclei given 
in (1.26) we have the following integral equations:
The derivative of a function occurs in the
8TTUE(0)uE(K)uE(K+iK' ) X 
x // i uE*n (a)uE2n(8)(sn2a-sn28)dad8
i( 4n+lHk3
2n+l
i(4n+3H3k
8itsE’ (0)sE(K)sE(K+iK>)
snasngsnx p,m ,m
2n+l (3)(sn^a-sn^3)dad3
“ BircE(0)cE1 (K)cE(K+iK» )
(4n+3H3k6 X
cnacn3crry 0 n»m
2n+li (3)(sn2a-sn23)dad3
" 8TrdE(0)dE(K)dEt (K+iKv )
-(4n+3H3k5 X
dnadn3dnyJTrm
2n+1 a^ ^dE 2n+l^ $) (sn2-a~sn23) dad3
c.pirm r-v) - 5iqn+5Jfc * x
2n+2 Y " 8ttscE! (O)scE' (K)scE(K+iK' )
3(Hn+5)H-5k9
x a  SnaCnasnBcn8snYcnlscEm (q)BcEP (g)(sn2a-sn2S)dadB
s r*5
,_m , .__-3(4n-t-5H5k8_______
2n+2'-Y 8 us (IE1 (0)'sdE(K)sdE’ (K+iK')
w rr snadnasnBdnBsnydnY nT.m f N n7_,m , , 2 2„n ,x JJ --------1— ---1---LsdE2n+2(ot)sdE2n+2(B)(sn a-sn 3)dad3
s i?
, i- 31(4n + 5 H 5k 8_________  ,
2n+2 Y 8iredE' (O)cdE’ (K)cdE' (K+iK')
x j j c,nadnacnBdn6cnTdn,YcdEmn^ (g}cdE|n+2( e) (sn2a-Sn2B)dadB
scdFm (r) = o______lBi^n-m&'fk11 ; (1.46f,g,h)
s ■ gn+3l'Y' 8iTscdE' (o)scdE' (K)sodE* (K+iK')
...r rsnacnadnasnBcn$dnBsnYC.nYdnY__^oi , \ . nr,m t t „2 _2„n„xJJ------------ -^-------1-- * Lscdh2n+^(a)scdE2n+2( 3) (sn a-sn 3)x
s r x dadB
If Ej(u) takes the form (0.07) then the numerator 
of the factor outside the right-hand integral for F^(u) is 
equal to
i3c.+ T+l(2n+1) ji2p+2o+2t+1 k3p + 3a+2t+3 J 1 ^ 2
when = f 0 for p+a+x < 2
I 1 for p+a+x ^ 2
and y? = f 0 for p+a+x < 3
1 for p + a+x = 3 *
(1.47)
4. Integral Equations from Theorem II in which the nuclei 
are independent of n .
// H(o,B,y) E®(a)E“ (B)(sn2a-sn2g) dadB (1.48)
In Section 3 of this chapter it was shown that 
the integral
,m/ NT-im,„w  2 _2
t u a a y , Y ;  u  - •
s
satisfies Lamd*s equation with the same h and n as 
E^(a)3 provided H(as3*Y) satisfies Laplace*s equation in 
ellipsoidal coordinates. Also if H is finite x*hen sn y is 
finite (1.48) must be a multiple of ^(y).
In the earlier cases the nuclei of the integral
equations all depend on n, but not on m. We now give 
examples of nuclei which are independent of n,
The following table shows possible nuclei, 
chosen so that the parity and periodicity of the two 
sides of the equations agree. (In each case it is 
possible that the value of X is zero.)
In the following formulae we have
2 2 - 1  
x = ik sn a sn 0 sn y = -£k k ? cn a cn 3 cn y*
, 2K K+2iKf
z = is,k*~ dn a dn 3 dn y and JJ dad 3 = / da / d3
s -2K K-2iK»
as usual. The values of X are different for different 
equations and p, q, r are constants (possibly zero). Then
I uE® (Y) = A//PT(x,y,z)uE® (o)uE® (6)(sn2o-sn26)dade with
Fj(x,y,z) defined to be any of the following functions:
cos px cosh qy cos rz where a.2 - P2 + r2
cosh px cos qy cos rz where p2 = q2 + r2
cos px cos qy cosh rz where r2 P2 + q2
cosh px cos qy cosh rz where q2 = P2 + r2
cos px cosh qy cosh rz where p2 = q2 + r2
cosh px cosh qy cos rz where r2 s p2 + q2
II sE®n+1(Y) = A//PTT(x,y,z)sE®n+1(o)sE®n+1(B)(sn2a-sn2B)dadBII 2n+l '2n+l
'jj(x,y,z) defined to be any of the following
sin px cosh qy cos rz where 2 2 q = p + r2
sinh px cos qy cos rz where 2 2 P = q + r2
sin px cos qy cosh rz where 2 2 r = p + q2
sinh px cos qy cosh rz where 2 2 q = p + r2
sin px cosh qy cosh rz where 2 2 p = q + r2
sinh px cosh qy cos rz where 2 2 r = p + q2
x cosh py cos pz
x cos py cosh pz
Ill
cEm 2n+l(y) = X/JFII;i:(xsy,z)cEpn+1 (a)cE^n+1 (B)(sn2a-sn23)dad$2n+l 2n+l
where r2 = P2 + q2
where p2 s q2 + r2
where q2 = P2 + r2
where p2 = q 2 + r2
where q2 p2 + r2
inhere r2 = p2 +
2
q
with Fjjj(x,y,z) defined to be any of the following functions:
cos px sin qy cosh rz 
cosh px sin qy cos rz . 
cosh px sin qy cosh rz 
cos px sinh qy cosh rz 
cos px sinh qy cos rz 
cosh px sinh qy cos rz 
y cosh px cos pz 
y cos px cosh pz
IV
dE2n+l^ = x/jFIV(x,y,z)dE2n+1(a)dE2n+1(3)sn2a-sn2e)dade
s
with Fjy(x,y,z) defined to be any of the following functions:
cos px cos qy sinh rz 
cosh px cosh qy sin rz 
cos px cosh qy sinh rz 
cosh px cos qy sin rz 
cosh px cos qy sinh rz 
cos px cosh qy sin rz 
z cosh px cos py 
z cos px cosh py
where r2 = P2 + q2
where r2 = P2 + q2
where p2 = q2 +
r2
where P2 = q2 + r2
where q2 = p2 + r2
where q2 s p2 + r2
scE2n+2(Y)=^//Fv(xsy,2)scE“n+2(o)scE“n+2(6){sn2a-sn2B)dod$
5
with Fy(x3yaz) defined to be any of the following functions:
sin px sin qy cosh rz where r2 p2 + q2
sin px sinh qy cos rz where q2 = p2 + r2
sin px sinh qy cosh rz where P2 = q2 + r2
sinh px sinh qy cos rz where r2 p2 + q2
sinh px sin qy cosh rz where q2 = p2 + r2
sinh px sin qy cos rz where P2 r q2 + r2
x sinh py cos pz 
x sin py cosh pz 
y sinh px cos pz 
y sin px cosh pz 
xy
VI
cdE2n+2^Y^=X^ FVI^X5yiZ^cdE2n+2^a^cdE2n+2(6^(sn2a-sn23)dad0
3
with Fyj(xsyjZ) defined to be any of the following functions:
cos px sin qy sinh rz where r2 = p2 + q2
cosh px sin qy sinh rz where q2 = p2 + r2
cos px sinh qy sin rz where q2 s p2 + r2
cosh px sinh qy sin rz CD CD r2 = p2 + q2
cos px sinh qy sinh rz where P2 = q2 + r2
cosh px sin qy sin rz where p2 s q2 + r2
y sinh pz cos px 
y sin pz cosh px 
z sinh py cos px 
z sin py cosh px 
yz
VII
sdE|n+2(r) = //PViI(x,yJz)sdE“n+2(a)sdE|n+2(S)(sn2ci-sn26)dad6
s
with P1Y^j(xsy,z) defined to be any of the following functions:
sin px cosh qy sin rz where q2 = p2 + r2
sin px cosh qy sinh rz where P2 = q2 + r2
sin px cos qy sinh rz where r2 = P2 + q2
sinh px cosh qy sin rz where r2 = P2 + q2
sinh px cos qy sin rz where P2 = q2 + r2
sinh px cos qy sinh rz where q2 s p2 + r2
x sinh px cos py 
x sin pz cosh py 
z sinh px cos py 
z sin px cosh py 
xz
VIII
scdE2n+3^Y  ^= //FVIII^x*y,z^scdE2n+3  ^a^scdE2n+3  ^8) (sn2a-sn2 e)dad s
with PVjjj(x,y,z) defined to be any of the following functions
sin px sin qy sinh rz where r2 q2 + P2
sin px sinh qy sin rz where q2 = P2 + r2
sin px sinh qy sinh rz where p2 = q2 + r2
sinh px sin qy sinh rz where „2q =
2
P + r2
sinh px sinh qy sin rz where r2 = 2P + q2
sinh px sin qy sin rz where P2 q2 + r2
x sin py sinh pz 
x sinh py sin pz 
y sin px sinh pz 
y sinh px sin pz 
z sinh px sin py 
z sin px sinh py
Since V = (Az + B) f(x,y) satisfies Laplace^
equation v V = 0 if
p P
1 1 1  + = op p
3x 3y
other nuclei can be obtained in the form f(x,y) or zf(x,y) 
if f(x,y) is the real or imaginary part of an analytic 
function of (x + iy). Other possibilities arise from the 
other permutations of the variables x, y and z.
Thus some of the simpler nuclei, not already 
included in this section, tabulated against the Lame 
polynomials which correspond for parity and periodicity, are, 
p being a constant:
uEm2n+l(Y)
2 2cosh p(x -y ) cos 2pxy
2 2sinh p(x -y ) cos 2pxy 
2 2cosh p(y -z ) cos 2pyz
sinh p(y2-z2) cos 2pyz 
2 2cosh p(z -x ) cos 2pzx 
2 2sinh p(z -x ) cos 2pzx
sEm2n+l
cEm2n+l
dE,m2n+l
Cy )
Cy )
Cy )
2 2 x cosh pCy -z
2 2 x sinh p(y -z
2 Py cosh p(z -x"
2 2 y sinh p(z -x
2 2 z cosh p(x -y
2 2 z sinh p(x-y
cos 2pyz 
cos 2pyz 
cos 2pzx 
cos 2pzx 
cos 2pxy 
cos 2pxy
ScE”n+2<Y)
idEm2n+2 (y )
2 2sinh p(x -y ) sin 2pxy 
2 2cosh p(x ~y ) sin 2pxy 
2 2sinh p(z -x ) sin 2pzx 
2 2cosh p(z ~x ) sin 2pzx
cdE2n+2^  sinh sin 2Pyz
2 2cosh p(y -z ) sin 2pyz
VV| p p
scdE^^Cy) x sinh p(y -z ) sin 2pyz
2 2x cosh p(y -z ) sin 2pyz 
2 2y sinh p(z -x ) sin 2pzx 
2 2y cosh p(z -x ) sin 2pzx 
2 2z sinh p(x -y ) sin 2pxy 
2 2z cosh p(x -y ) sin 2pxy
In each case the result of simultaneously 
replacing the hyperbolic function by the corresponding 
trigonometric function and the trigonometric function by 
the corresponding hyperbolic function still yields a 
possible nucleus corresponding to the same Lame polynomial.
Chapter II
Solutions of Lame's equation when 2v is an odd integer
When v is half an odd integer, Lamefs equation 
possesses characteristic solutions (the Lame-Wangerin 
functions) which can be written in finite form; moreover 
the general solution of the equation is then expressible 
in finite terms.
A summary of the references relating to Lamd- 
Wangerin functions is given by Lambe (1). In the same paper 
Lambe has derived results concerning products of such 
solutions and in (2) he obtains integral equations satisfied 
by them. See also Section 15.6 of Erddlyi (1).
Crawford (1) and Sharma (1) have carried out 
investigations taking the Weierstrassian elliptic functions 
as starting point.
What follows is largely based on work by Ince (1,2) 
and Erdelyi (2,3).
Ince approached the general question of periodic
solutions of Lamdfs equation by making the substitution
v = am(u,k) and found solutions of the resulting equation in
00
the form of the Fourier-Jacobi series w = E A - cos(2r-<{>)v.
~oo r
He obtained solutions of the original equation whose period 
was given by an integral multiple of K and was then able to 
deduce finite forms of solution with period 8K corresponding 
to 2v equal to an odd integer. In the special case v = §, 
h = £(l+k )s ince simplified earlier results and Section 3 
of this Chapter gives, for the first time, Ince*s solutions 
by direct integration.
Also given for the first time is a unified approach 
to the question of the nature and size of the characteristic 
values of h.
The functions given by Ince are zero when 
u = 0 or 2K; we derive two alternative forms which are 
respectively zero when u = ± K and u = K ± iK?. We also 
obtain orthogonality properties for all three sets of 
functions.
1. Periodic solutions in general
Ince (1) proved the following Theorem concerning 
periodic solutions of Lame's equation:
"Lame functions of periods 2K and 4K exist 
for every real value of v. They will be
m O
represented by the symbol Ecv(u,k ) when even
TO "3
and Esv(u,k ) when odd functions of u, where m 5 
which is necessarily a not negative integer 
denotes the number of zeros in the interval (Ku<2K.n 
Erddlyi (2), by means of the important 
transformation (see Section 9.^.2 of Arscott 1)
u = K + iK* - iv (2.01)
deduced a similar result concerning Lamd functions of 
periods 2iK? (m even) and 4iK* (m odd).
Ince (2) further discussed periodic solutions of 
Lamd's equation but with real periods other than 2K,*IK. In 
particular he considered the cases in which 2v was an odd 
integer leading to functions with period 8K in finite form 
(the Lame-Wangerin functions).
The transformation (2.01) used by Erdelyi suggests 
solutions of period 8iK* and relations between these and the 
Lame-Wangerin functions. We shall give a resume of Ince's 
work and obtain properties of the Lame-Wangerin functions by 
methods which are much more akin to those used for Lamd 
polynomials than have hitherto appeared.
Ince made the transformation v = am(u,k) in
equation (0.04), obtaining the trigonometric form 
2
(1-k^sin^v) — ~ - k^sin v cos v + {h-v(v+l)k^sin^v}w=0
dV (2.02) 
He then considered solutions of this equation in terms of
CO
the Fourier-Jacobi series w = J A cos(2r-<|>)v
ft-CO
where f is a non-integral rational number. If <|> = a/3 
(a,3 prime to each other) w has period 2BP where P stands 
for the least real period common to the coefficients of the 
differential equation, that is 2K for (0.04) and tt for 
(2.02), called the "natural period” by Ince.
The recurrence relation for the coefficients 
{Ar} has the general form
|(v-<}>+2r+2) (v+<|>-2r-l)k2Ar+1
+ {n-(2r-4.)2(2-k2)jAr+|(v-4'+2r-l)(v+((.-2r+2)k2Ar_;L= 0
? (2.03)
(r = 0, ±1, ±2,..,) where n stands for 2h-v(v+l)k .
If <p is not an odd multiple of g, in the entire
set of relations, the coefficient of only one extreme term
can vanish. However, the form of the assumed solution is
unchanged when the sign of <j> is reversed, or when <f> is
increased or decreased by an even integer. There are,
therefore, only two distinct cases to consider, namely
<j> = v and <J> = - v - 1.
In each of these cases the coefficient of A wheno
r = -1 in (2.O.3) will be the sole vanishing coefficient; 
if A_^ = 0 then A_2 will vanish, and so also will every 
coefficient with a negative suffix. Thus
w = I A cos(2r-(j))v 
r=o
will be a solution if<|> = v o r $  = - v - l  and if relations
(2*03) are consistent for r = 1,2,3,... . Ince derives
the characteristic equation for these cases as 
q = =±f. 2 . 3 ( l - * ) < 3 - 2 » ) k 4/ ( 2 - » ) 2 ( 4 - » ) 3
2-k2-n/(2-<j>)2 - 2-k2-n/(4-<i>)2
(2.04)
and states that this continued fraction and the 
corresponding series can be proved to be convergent for
p
k < 1 (i.e. for all values of k of practical interest.)
Thus when v = a/3* 3 > 2, we have the two forms 
of even solution
00
w = I A cos(2r-v)v, (2.05)
r=o
00
w = I B cos(2r+v+l)v (2 .06)
r=o r
in which Br (-v-l) = Ap(v). Both solutions have period 
2BP.
Their difference, Ince shows* lies in their 
respective number of zeros in the interval (0, 3P). When 
3 is odd, this number is of the same parity as a for (2.05), 
but of opposite parity for (2.06). When 3 is even the 
number of zeros is odd in both cases but congruent to 1 and 
to 3 (mod 4) respectively in (2.05) and (2.06). This can 
be verified by considering the sign of w when v = 3tt or 
the sign of w f when v = J$tt.
The notation used by Ince is that if m is the 
number of zeros in any continuous interval of length BP 
(including one end point only) the even function for 
v = a/3 is denoted by
E0S (U)- (:
However3 as Ince points out, (2.02)is unaltered 
if v is replaced by tt+v, so another solution is
CO
w = I Ar cos {(2r-<j>) (tt+v)} 
r=o CO 00
= cos <}>n 7 A cos(2r-<{>) v + sin <f>n T A sin(2r-<j>)v . (2I xr=o r=o
Thus if <f> is not an integer a second and
independent solution is
oo
w =  ^ Ap sin(2r-<}>)v .
r=o
We have therefore the two forms of the odd
solution co
w = I A sin(2r-v)v and (2
r=o
oo
w = J Br sin(2r+v+l)v (2
r=o
to be denoted by
* # » < » > •  (!
A characteristic value of h associated with the
pair of independent solutions Ec^^(u)* Esa/$^u  ^ will
be denoted by am /o ° a/ 0
Solutions of period 4P
It will be remembered that we excluded $ from 
being an odd multiple of I . If however $ = \ in the 
preceding results we are clearly considering the 
substitution of
00
w = \ • Ar cos(2r-i)v
£»= —  co
in (2 .02), and recurrence relations(2 .03) become
.07)
.08)
.09)
.10)
.11)
i (2 v+Hr+3) (2v-Hr-l)k2Ar+;L
+ {4n-('tr-l)2(2-k2) }Ar+J(2v+Itr-3)(2v-4r+5)k2Ar_1 = 0 (2.12)
(r = 0, ± 1, '* 2, ....).
If 2v = 4p+l (p = 0,1,2,...) the coefficients of
Ap+i and A vanish, while if 2v = 4p-l (p = 1,2,3,..*) the
coefficients of A . A ^ vanish.
P* ~P
Thus when 2v is any odd integer, except -1, two 
of the extreme coefficients vanish.
Discussion on these lines yields, for v = § and
p
h = Hl+k ), functions of v which can be rewritten as
/(dn u + cn u), /(dn u - cn u), (2.13,14)
the former arising from an even function of v and the
latter from an odd function.
The expressions (2.13) and (2.14) correspond
respectively to the functions
Ecf(u), Esf(u) (2.15)
2 2
while the relevant characteristic value of h is
= Hl+k2). (2 .16)
5
Ince pointed out the alternative, more complicated, 
forms for (2.13),(2.14) in Jamet's work (1). He then 
used these functions to obtain finite forms' for the 
characteristic solutions (the Lame-Wangerin functions) and 
corresponding characteristic values of h when 2v = 3,5,7,...
He showed that, if 2v = 4p+l (p = 0,1,2,...), on
putting
w = /(dn u + cn u) y(u), H = h - £(l+k )
and making the substitution
y = I Ar sn^ru + cn u dn u j B sn^ru 
r r
then to each of (2p+l) values of H (and thus of h) there 
corresponds an even function of the form
1 i B o p-1
Ec^^iCu) = (dnu+cnu)2{ \ A sn ru+cnu dnu J B sn u} (2.17&) 
p 2 r=o r=o
where m is the number of zeros in the open interval (0,2K).
The corresponding odd function is
P p —1
Ec*p^(u+K)=Es2p^(u)::(dnu-onu)2{ \ Arsn2ru-cnudnu \ Brsn2ru}
m+i (2.17b)
with h = a“ ?, and2p+i
(2r+2)2Ar+1+ {H-2r (2r+l) (1+k2) Ja^-4 (p-r+l)(p+r )k2Ar_1
= (2r+2)Br+1-(2r+l)(l+k2)Br +2rk2Br_1, (2.17e)
(2r+2)2Br+1+{ H - (2r+l)(2r+2)(1+k2)}Br-4(p-r)(p+r+1)k2Br_1
= (2r+2)Ar+1>
r = 0,1,2,..., where = B-1 = 0 .
Ince then argued that m may have any integral 
value from 0 to 2p inclusive.
When 2v = 4p-l (p = 1,2,3,...) a similar argument 
yielded the even functions
1 i p-1 p-1 0
Ec™*21(u) = (dnu+ cnu)§{dnu \ A sn ru+cnu 7 B sn ru} (2.18a)
dp“2 r=o o r
wherem, the number of zeros in the open interval (0,2K),
assumes all integral values from 0 to (2p-l) inclusive.
The corresponding odd functions are then
P 1 P*" 1
Es?*f ^ -ECp*^! (u+K) = (dnu-cnu)2{dnu J A sn2ru-cnu \ A sn2ru)
P” 2 -p“2 t -0 r=o
(2 .18b)
vjith h = a2p-| = • • • »2p~l)*
The relations connecting Ap and were found to
be
(2r+2)2Ar+1+{H-(2r+l)(2r+2)k2-2r(2r+l)}Ar
-It(p2-r2)k2Ar_1 = (2r+2)Br+1-(2r+l)Br, 
(2i*+2)2Br+1+{H-2r(2r+l)k2-(2r+l)(2r+2)}Br (2>lg
-i((p2-r2)k2Br_1 = (2r+2)Ar+1-(2r+l)k2Ar
for r ^ 0, where A_^ = = 0 .
However, elimination of the coefficients (Ar >,
{Br > from this double set of recurrence relations in order 
to obtain the characteristic equation for H is extremely 
difficult and Ince resorts to consideration of the third 
order equation whose solutions are squares and products 
of solutions of Lamp's equation.
In this chapter of the Thesis an attempt is made 
to tie up the consideration of the characteristic equations 
when v is half an odd integer with that used when v is an 
integer. The values of h are shown to be real and 
distinct and in addition bounds are determined for h. 
Alternative forms of solution are also given which are 
zero (i) when u = *K and (ii) when u = I^iK* (InceTs 
solutions being zero when u = 0,2K) and a method, involving 
direct integration, is given to solve Lamdvs equation when
p
v = I and h = 5(1+k ). Finally consideration is given to 
the existence of orthogonality relations between the Ec, Es 
functions of Ince’s notation and the alternative forms 
given in this chapter.
2. Latent Root method for obtaining characteristic 
values of h for Lame-Wangerin functions
In considering the polynomial solutions of (0.04),
when v is a positive integer, the characteristic values
of h can be shown to be the latent roots of a tridiagonal
matrix (Arscott 1* Section 9.2), This is done by the
2r
substitution of w = sn u and similar series in the
differential equation. In order to prove that
the characteristic values of h are real and distinct it is
v 2rfound necessary in fact to put w = £br cn u and to use 
the first part of the following Theorem. Crawford (1) 
proved this property for the values of h corresponding to 
the Lamd-Wangerin functions using the Weierstrassian 
elliptic functions*
Theorem Let the numbers cu, 3^ , be all
real and let Mn denote the (n+l)x(n+l) 
tri-diagonal matrix
3 yo ’o
°i Bi n  
a 2 B2
n-1 n-1 'n-1
a 3 n n -
m  which all the elements other than the a.,6.,y.i* x 9 'i
are zero. Then
(i) if each product y^(i=0,l,...,n-l) is 
positive the latent roots of M are all real 
and different, and
(ii) if each product y^ is negative while
the 3. have a single greatest member 3„, and a
J- £5
single least member 3oS all the real latent
roots of M lie between 3„ and 3 .n i g
(2.
Note If in (ii) we relax the condition that the
have a single greatest member or the condition that
they have a single least member g^, or both, then it can 
be proved similarly that the interval in which the 
latent roots lie becomes (3^,6^ ,  [ 3£,gg) or [ 3^,3^  
respectively. Proof of part (i) of this Theorem is given 
in Arscott 1 while part (ii) is obtained in Arscott 3*
If we make the substitution t = sn u in (0,0*1) 
the equation obtained is
Thus ar+^ is indeterminate when r = s and as this 
leads to the only form of general solution which does not . 
contain log t, it must give rise to a combination of the
(l-t2) (l-k t )— r - t(l+k2-2k2t2)|| + {h-v(\>+l)k2}w = 0
dt (2.20)
or, where 6 = t ,
0(e-l)w+t2{h-(l+k2)02}w + k2t11(0-v)(e+v+l)w = 0 . (2 .21)
On formally substituting the descending power
CO
series [1] w = a tc~2r (a i 0) the resulting 
r=o
recurrence relations are:
k ( c - v ) ( c + v + l ) a Q = 0
k2(c-v-2r-2)(c+v-2r-l)ar+1+{h-(l+k2)(c-2r)2}ar
+(c-2f*}-2)(c-2r+l)av, n = 0r—±
(r ^  0, a^1 = 0).
If c = v, 2v = 2s+l (s = 0,1,2,,..) equations
{2.2%)
(2.23)
(2.23) reduce to
har = 4k2(r+l) (s-r)ar+1+ (1+k2) (s+£-2r)2ar~(s~2r+-|) ( s - P r - ^ a ^
(r > 0, a_1 = 0), (2.2*0
Ec, Es functions found by Ince.
The corresponding characteristic values of h
are therefore the latent roots of the (s+1) x (s+1)
tri-diagonal matrix M (using the notation (2.19) of thes
Theorem) in which, for i = 0,1,2,...,s-l,
= (l+k2)(s+£-2i)2 (2.25)
cti+lYi = -k2(i+l)(s-i){l6(i-|s)2-l}. (2 .26)
So a.,nv. < 0 for all i unless s is even and i = |s.1+j. l
If, however, we put T = cn u in equation (0.04)
00 O
and then substitute the series C2] w = £ brT°~ r (bQ i 0)
r=o
we obtain the set of relations
(c~v)(c+v+l)bQ = 0 (2,27)
Hbr = -k,2(o-2r+2)(o-2r+l)br_1
+ (k,2-k2)(c-2r)2br+k2(c-2r-2-v)(c-2r+v-l)br+1 (2 .28)
(r > 0,b_. = 0) where H = h - v(v+l)k .
Thus if 2c = 2v = 2s+l, equation (2.28) becomes
4Hbr = -k'2(2s-4r+5)(2s-4r+3)br_1
+ (k,2-k2)(2s-4r+l)2br+l6k2(r+X)(r-s)br+1J (2.29)
(r > 0,b_^ = 0).
As before, when r = s, br+1 is indeterminate so
that the characteristic values of 4H are the latent roots of
the (s+1) x (s+1) matrix M_ of the Theorem withs
(i = 0,1,2,...,s—1)
= (k,2-k2)(2s+l-4i)2, (2 .30)
<»i+1Yi = I6k2k ,2(i+l)(s-i)[l6(i-js)2-l]. (2 .31)
In this case the expression for a.^Y, is1+i. 1
positive unless s is even and i = |s,.
Thus part (i) of the Theorem tells us that 
when s is odd the values of H (and thus of h) are all 
real and distinct.
In order to deal with the even values of s we
°° c-2rcan put [31 w = sn u £ b (cn u) in equation (0.04),
00 r*o
or w = /(1-t ) £ b„tc“ r (a i 0) where t = cn u.
r=o
If we make the latter substitution and set 
2 v = 2s + 1 we arrive at the following relations, where 
^  = h+(l-v-v2)(l+k2),
c = v - 1 or - v - 2, (2
^Hlbr = “k,2(2s“i*r+3) (2s-4r+l)br-1
+ {4k,2+2s-l-Itr) Ck2-k'2)} (2s-l-4r)b 
- l6k2(r+X)(s-r)br+1 (r > 0,b_x = 0). (2
The characteristic values of are thus the latent roots 
of the tri-diagonal matrix for which, in the notation of 
the Theorem,
ai+1Yi = I6k2k'2(i+l)(s-i){l6(i - -2|i)2-l} • (2
(i = 0,1,2,.,.,s-l). Expression (2,34) is positive 
unless s is odd and i = g(s-l).
Other substitutions in equation (0.04) lead to 
the following results:
m
00 «r c—2rcn u ) a sn u : a. ,y. is negative unless s is odd
r=o 1 x
CO
dn u J a snc“ u : a. -,y. is negative unless s is odd
r=o
161
cn u dn u £ ar sn°~2ru : a^ +iYj; is negative unless s is even
[7]
00 c-2rdn u J b cn u : a . -,y . is positive unless s is odd
r=o
C 83
co
sn u dn u 7 b cn0"" Au : a.,-,y. is positive unless s is even 
r=o 1+1.1
C 93
I cr dnc~2ru : is positive unless s is even
r=o
Cl°3 sn u £ c dn°~2l\i : a. ..Y^  is positive unless s is odd 
r=o 1 1 1
[11] 00
cn u j c dn° ru : a . -,y . is positive unless s is odd
r=o
[12] CO
r»
cn u dn u J c dn u : <*. .-,7 . is positive unless s is even,
r=o 1 x
A combination of these results shows that when 
2v = 2s + 1 (s = 0,1,2,3,...) the characteristic values of h
are all real and different•
Using part (ii) and the Note of the Theorem, 
bounds for h can be obtained by considering the largest and
smallest diagonal elements of the matrices for which
ai+lYi always negative.
As we have seen, if s is odd the substitution
00
[1] w = I a snc" u in Lame’s equation leads to such a 
r=o
matrix with
3^ = (1+k2)(s+£-2i)2 (i = 0,1,2,...,s-l).
Thus we have, in the notation of the Theorem,
p
3£ = I(1+k ) corresponding to 2i = s+1 and 
= £k2(2s+l)2
= v2k2 when i = 0 .
The substitution [43 cn u J snc”2ru leads toL p
3i = (s+g-2i)2 + k2(-§-2i)2 
[53 dn u J ar snc~2ru to 3  ^= (s-£-2i)2 + k2(s+§-2i)2 and
[6] cn u dn u J af snc~2ru to 3^ = (1+k2)(s-g-2i)2.
Consideration of these shows that when s is even,
- 1 5  9
Hl+k2) < h v2 + (v-l)2k2
2
(so that when v = g, h = Kl+k )), while when s is odd,
v = I l i i  v 2523 2 »•••->
i(l+k2) < h < v2(l+k2).
Note: Similar calculation arising from consideration of the
00 p^v> A
substitution w = \ b sn u in Lame’s equation, when v
r=o
is an integer n, suggests that for characteristic h 
(i.e. polynomial solutions) when n is an even integer
0 < h ^ n2(l+k2), 
while when n is an odd integer
1 + k2 h < n2(l+k2).
3. Direct Integration of Lame’s equation when 
v s p. h = u (l+.k2),
On putting w = y snvu in Lamp’s equatior(0.04) ,the
equation for y is 
2
sn2u + 2v sn u cn u dn u ^  
du2 du
+ [v(v-l) + {h - v2(l+k2) }sn2u] y = 0
which is
~^(sn2vu ^ )  + [v( v-l) + {h-v2(l+k2) }sn2u] sn2v~2u y = 0
in the self-adjoint form.
The standard transformation z = sn2vu *g^/y leads 
to the Riccati equation
sn2vu + [ z2 + v(v-l) + {h-v2(l+k2)}sn2u] sn^v"2 
o
If v = g, h = J(l+k ) this reduces to
sn u + (z2-£) = 0,
in which the variables are separable.. Therefore
. A sn u - (cn u + dn u) 
z ~ 2i r  sn u + cn u + dn u)
and so
i 52 = z = A{_________ i_________________ 1___l
y du sn u -A sn u + cn u + dn u 2A sn u* *
Thus
log |By| = log 
or
A sn u + cn u + dn u 
cn u + dn u £ log
sn u
cn u + dn u
w = /fen u) y = a^Adn u - cn u) + 3-j_/(dn u + cn u) (2 .35)
where 3^  are arbitrary constants.
Now by the alternative substitutions w = y cnvu, 
w = y dnv u in equation (0.04) and similar calculation 
we arrive at the alternative forms of solution
1 1 
w = a2^ f sn u + dn u)5 + 32(k* sn u - dn u)2 (2 .36)
i i
w = a^(kf sn u + i cn u)2 + 3^(k* sn u - i cn u)2 (2.37)
respectively.
(Note: Since dn2u - cn2u = k*2 sn2u, in each of (2.35)*
(2.36), (2.37) it is clear that the product of the
fundamental solutions is a solution of the third order
equation
3
+ “ v(v+l)k2 sn2u}^~ - 4v(v+l)k2 sn u cn u dn u w = 0
du3 du
which is the equation satisfied by squares and products of
solutions of Lamd?s equation and whose general solution is
2w = A sn u + B cn u + C dn u when v = § , h = 5(1+k ).)
Another approach to these alternative forms of
solution is suggested by Erddlyi (3) where he proves that
i i
(k'sn u + i cn u)2 + (k? sn u - i cn u)2
i i
= (dn u + cn u)2 + (dn u - cn u)2 ^  38)
1 i
(k!sn u + i cn u)2 - (k’sn u - i cn u)2
i 1
= (dn u + cn u)2 - (dn u - cn u)2, ^  39)
It can be shown in addition that each of the
1
expressions in (2 .38) is equal to v/2(k,sn u + dn u)2 while
i
those in (2.39) are equal to /2(k!sn u - dn u)2.
Proof of these results follows the lines of 
Erddlyi’s working by squaring throughout. It is also shown 
by Erddlyi that
k ,s{(kts+ic)2+(kts-ic)2}=d{(d+c)§+(d-c)§}-c{(d+c)^-(d-c)2}
(2.40)
ik1s{(k1s+ic)2-(k*s-ic)2}=d{(d+c)2-(d-c)2}-c{(d+c)2 + (d-c)2}
(2.41)
and the expressions in (2.40) are equal to /2k ?s(k*s+d)2 
while those in (2.41) equal -/2ik7sfk’s-d}2.(For convenience 
we have used the abbreviations s = sn u, c = cn u, d s dn u.)
The square roots in (2.38), (2.39), (2.40), (2.41) 
are determined uniquely by Erddlyi?s convention that for 
u = K they reduce to the principal value of k f2, while
i i i
(k?s+d)2 reduces to /2 k *2 and (k's-d)2 to zero.
4. Solutions which are zero at u = * K and at u = K * iK*
The solutions (2.36), (2.37) and the identities
which- follow suggest" alternative forms of the characteristic 
solution for Lamd's equation when v is half an odd integer.
Thus by substitution it can be shown that^ putting 
H = h - J(l+k2),
(i) the characteristic solutions which are zero for u = -IC,
u = K are respectively given by
(a) 2v = 4p+l 
1 P
(kfsn u + dn u)§{ 1 C sn2ru + dn u J D sn2r+*Lu} (2.42)
r=o r=o
and
ID 13 1
(kfsn u - dn u)2{ | C sn2ru - dn u J D sn2r+1uj (2.43)
r=o r=o
when
(2r+2)(2r+l)Cr+1+{H-4r2k22r(2r+l)}Cr-(p+l-r)(p+r)k2Cr_1
= k»{(2r+l)Dr-2k2(r-l)Dr_1} (2.44)
and
(2r+3)(2r+2)Dr+1+{H-(2r+l)2lt2~(2r'H)(2r+2))D -
-4(p-r)(p+r+l)k2Dr_1 = -k’(2r+2)Cr+1
(2.45)
for r > 0, where = 0 .
(b) 2v = 4p-l
(k'sn u + dn u)2{ £ C sn2r+^u + dn u £ D sn2lu} (2.46)
and f £=£
(k'sn u - dn u)s{ ][ C sn2r+k  - dn u J D sn2l>u} (2.47)
r=o r=o
where
(2r+2)(2r+3)Cr+1 + {H-(2r+l)2k2-(2r+l)(2r+2)}Cr -
-4k2(p-r)(p+r)Cr_1 = k>{k2(2r+l)Dr-(2r+2)Dr+1} 
and (2.48)
(2r+2) (2r+3)Dr+1 + {H-(2r+l)2k2-2r(2r+l)}Dr-4k2(pr-r) (p+r)DJ,_1
= - (2r+l)k'C (2.49)
for r > 0 where = 0 .
(ii) the characteristic solutions which are zero for 
u = K - iK*, u = K + iK* are respectively given by
(a) 2v = ^p+1
p p«* 1
(k'sn u + i cn u)2{ J sn2ru + cn u J sn2r+'Lu} (2 .50)
r=o x r=o
and
i f « p-1
(k'sn u - i cn u)2{ £ E sn2ru - cn u J P^ sn2r>flu} (2 .51)
r=o r=o
where
(2r+2) (2r+l)Sr+1+{H-4r2-2r(2r-fl)k^}Er-^k2(p«r+l) (p+r)Er-1
= ik,{(2r+l)PT1-2r F ,} (2.52)
and
(2r+2)(2r+3)Fr+1+{H-(2r+2)2-(2r+l)(2r+2)k2}Fr -
-4k2(p-r)(p+r+l)F£,_1 = 2ik’ (r+l)Er+1
(2.53)
for r ^ 0, where = P_^ ~ 0 .
(b) 2v = 4p-l
i P~1 p-1 ?
(k'sn u +icau)2( J E sn r u + cn u £ F sn u} (2.5^)
r=o r=o
where
(2r+2)(2r+3)Er+1+{H-(2r+l)(2r+2)k2-(2r+l)2}Er -
-4k2(p-r)(p+r)Er_^ = ik* (2r+2)Fr+1-(2r+l)F.
and (2.56)
(2r+l)(2r+2)Fr+1+{H-2r(2r+l)k2-(2r+l)2} Fr -
-4k2(p-r)(p+r)Fr_1 = (2r+l)ik' Er 
for r > 0, where E , = F , = 0 . (2.57
Identities (2.40), (2.41) suggest the possibility of 
some reasonably simple relations between the coefficients 
Ar» Br (2.20)), Cr, ((2.42) - (2.49)) and Er, F^
((2.50) - (2.57)). These have yet to be investigated.
5. Orthogonality Properties of the Lamd-Wangerin Functions
orthogonality relations for Lamd polynomials which we now 
outline.
same type, with the same n but different m (and consequently 
different values of h) then
There are a number of well-known single and double
nu nip
If. (u), E (u) are Lame polynomials of the..
(2.58)
while
(2.59)
-2K
However, the integration can be carried out over
any period (real or complex) of the functions concerned 
provided that we avoid points congruent to iK7 (mod 2K,2iK?) 
where every Lamd polynomial has a pole. 
ml m2If E (u), E (u) are polynomials of different n
types then all the above integrals are zero, a result which 
is a consequence of the parity and periodicity properties.
Care needs to be taken in deciding the sign of
b „  r\
integrals of the kind / fE^(u)} du.Eor example,if a = K - 2 i K 7,_ n *
CL
b = K + 2iK*, sn u and dn u are real on the path of 
integration while cn u is a pure imaginary, s o i f c n u i s a  
factor of E^(u) the integral
K+2iK»
i { {E“ (u)}2du
K-2iK» n
is positive, while if cn u is not a factor it is negative.
It is not in general true that 
2K
j E (u)E (u) du = 0 .
r\ yjr Iln lirv
However, there is a double orthogonality relationship, namelj/'
m-, m-, nu nu o o
/fE (a)E (6)E (a)E (B)(sn a — sn 6)dadB =0, (2 .60)
S 1 1 2 2
ml m2unless E (a), E (a) are of the same type with m, = nu and 
1 • 2
nl = n2* H  dad3 denotes, as was mentioned earlier, 
s
integration over -2K < a < 2K, Re 3 = K, -2K* < Hn 3 ^ 2K*.
Also
//{E“ (a)E” (B)J2(sn2K-sn2B)dade = i£C® (2.61)
s
where is real and positive while e denotes +1 or -1
according as cn u is or is not a factor of E^(u).
In this section we shall derive orthogonality 
properties for the functions Ec^+2(u), Es^+2(u) given in 
(2.17) - (2.20) and the alternative forms of solution 
given in (2.42), (2.43), (2.46), (2.47), (2.50), (2 .51), 
(2.5 4) (2.55).
Same v different h
The approach in this case is the usual one 
(see Arscott 1..)*
m-,+1
Let vi1(u.,h1) = Ec2 j (u) , (2.62)
m p+i
w2(u,h2) = Ec2p+i(u) (2,63)
where m^ i m2.
Then wj + [ h-,-v( v+l)k2sn2u]w = 0
and
Thus
w§ + [h2»v(v+l)k2sn2u]w = 0
[ wlw2“w2wl]u = h^2~hl^  / »
1 ui
But the definitions of (2.62), (2.63) show that 
wlw2 ~ W2W1 lias -°'nm
2p 0 2p 2
sn u{dn u I a„ sn"" u + cn u \ $r sn u} (2.64)
o o
where ar, depend on the A^, of w^ and w0.
Up
So if [2.64] is zero we have the orthogonality 
U1
property (h^ i h2 or i m0)
55.
which
Suitable values of and u2 are thus those for
(a) function (2.64) is zero
or (b) dn u^ = dn u2 = 0 while
sn u^ cn u^ = sn u2 cn Ug
or (c) cn u^ = cn u2 = 0 while
sn u^ dn u^ = sn u2 dn u2 .
The consequences of these possibilites are
(a) u-^  = 0 (mod 2K or 2iKf) 
u2 = ui + 2K
(Vie cannot allow iK* (mod 2K or 2iK7) to 
fall in the range (u1?u2) because of the poles of 
sn u, cn u and dn u which occur at these values.)
(b) u ± 5 K (mod 2K or 2iK?) (2 
u2 = ui + (2K+2iK?) or u^+4K or u^+4iK7
(c) Ut 2 K + iK1 (mod 2K or 2iK7) 
u2 = un + 2IC or + 4iK? .
Similar considerations show that the limits in 
(2.66) also ensure that for m2
u2 ni-j+g Mp+1 _
/ ECgp_j(u) Ec2p-^(u) du = 0
U1
u2 nu+g nip+2
J Esp .i(u) ESp i(u) du = 0 (2
„ ^P+2 ^P + 2
U1
u2 m.,+1 rap+l
J ESp ,(u) Es9 i(u) du = 0 . (2
„ e-y-Z <=-P“S
U1
.66)
.67)
.68)
. 69)
However, when odd and even functions are 
combined it is found that the integrals
u2 m,+£ m.+g up nu+J nu+J
I Eo2p+i(u)Es2p+|(u)du» / Eo2p-J(u)Es2p-J(u)du (2-70’ 
U1 * U1
pr ?r u2take the form cn u J y sn u + dn u I 6„ sn u
_ X _ X LIo o 1
where yr,6r are functions of Ap, B^.
Thus
(a) any range of integration (-&, &) which excludes 
iK* (mod 2K or 2iK*) ensures that the integrals (2,70), 
(2 .71) (nij t m2) are zero; this is not surprising since 
the integrand is odd in each case.
Also permissible, however, are those limits for
which
(b) cn u = 0 Ttfhile dn u is unchanged
or (c) dn u = 0 while cn u is unchanged.
i.e. (b) u^ = K (mod 2K or 2iKf)
and u0 = un + 4K or u-, + 4IK*
d. JL. -L
or (c) u^ h K + iKf (mod 2K or 2iKf)
and u^ = + 2K + 2iK? or u^ + 4K or + 4iK?.
Same v. same h
When m^ = m^ the calculation of the sign of any 
non-zero integrals of types (2.65)9 (2.67)-(2.71) needs 
some care, depending as it does on the chosen range of 
integration.
For example, if u1 = 0, u^ = 2K, since
sn Uj cn u, dn u are real and dn u + cn u > 0 throughout 
(0,-2K) we have
P i
{Ec "^l"^1 (u)}2 = (dn u + cn u){Ta 2rsn u + cn u dnu T B sn2ru}^
P 2 o r o
> 0 for 0 ^  u ^ 2K
so the integral (2.65) is positive when nu = nu." L c
If, however, u^ = 2iK?, Up = 2K + 2iKf, since
dn u + cn u < 0 for 0 < Re u < 2K, Im u = 2iK* the integral
(2.68) would be negative when = nip.
Obviously the integrals (2.70), (2.71) with u^ =
Up = l are still zero when = nip.
Orthogonality relations for the characteristic solutions
(2.42). (2.43). (2.46). (2.47). (2.50). (2.51). (2.54). {2.55$
Working along lines similar to those of the last 
section the following limits of integration are found to be 
suitable for the orthogonality of the functions concerned:
The solutions which are zero at u = -K and at u = K
Let w^(u), Wjj(u) be defined either as functions
(2.42), (2.43) respectively or as functions (2.46)* (2.47) 
respectively (h^ i hp).
Since dn u + cn u = (cn u dn u  ^ 1)1 - cn u dn u
2
dn u + cn u is zero if and only if dn u + k cn u = 0 for 
0 < u < 2K, i.e. if and -cnly,if dn u = 0 = cn u (k i 1) 
which is impossible. But dn K + cn K = k* > 0  so, by 
continuity, dn u + cn u > 0 for 0 < u < 2K.
U . p U . ~
Then J w^(u,h1)w^(u5h2)duand / w^(u>h^)w^(u,h2)du
U1 U1
are zero when
(a) u1 s K (mod 2K or 2iK») 
and u2 = + 2K or u-^  + 2iK?
or (b) u1 5 0 (mod 2K or 2iKy)
and u2 = ui + 2iK* or -u1 or u + 4K
or (c) s K + iK! (mod 2K or 2iKT)
and u2 = ui + or ui * •
u2Also j w,(u»h1)wh(u#hp)du = 0 when
u±
(a) u± s 0 (mod 2K or 2iK«)
and u2 = + 2K or + 4iK* or -u
or (b) ux 5 K + iK1 (mod 2K or 2iKy)
and u2 = ui + 2iK* or + ^K.
The solutions which are zero at u = K - iK* and u = K + iK*
Let w^(u>h^)* w^(u,h2) be defined either as 
functions (2.50)* (2.51) respectively or as functions (2 .5*0 ,
(2.55) respectively (h1 i h2).
up Up
Then / V7^ (u*h1)w^(u*h2)du and / wg(u*h1)wg(u*hp)du are
ui ui
zero when
(a) ux 5 (K + iKy) (mod 2K or 2iK»)
and u2 = ui + 2K or u1 + 2iK*
or (b) u-^  £ 0 (mod 2K or 2iKf)
and u2 = -u1 or u^ + 2iKf or u^ + 4K
or (c) u^ = K (mod 2K + 2iKl or 4K or 4iK*)
and Up = + 2K + 2iK* or u^ + 4K or u^ + 4iKT.
u2
Also Ju w^(u*h1)wg(u*hp)du = 0 when
(a) u.^  = 0 (mod 2K or 2iK*)
and Up = -u1 or u1 + 4K or u1 + 4iK*
or (b) ux = K (mod 2K or 2iK»)
and Up = ui + 2iK* or u^ + 4K.
Chapter III
p
Lamd's Equation for k = g 
When Lamd*s equation is solved by means of the
oo
«  n  i P t 1
successive substitutions t = cn u, w = \ appt
r=o
(aQ t 0) the resulting recurrence relations are* where 
H = h-v(v+l)k2,
k,22.1 a2 + HaQ = 0 (3.01)
k l22r(2r-l)a2r+{H+(k2-k,2)(2r-2)2}a2r_2
-k2(2r-it-v)(2r+v-3)a2r_1( = 0 (r > 2) (3 .02)
The fact that on putting k - k '2 = J and H = 0 the 
relations (3.02) reduce to a two term system does not seem 
to have been noted previously.
The resulting system is
a2 = 0 (3.03)
2r(2r-l)a2r = (2r-v-4)(2r+v-3)a2r-^  (r > 2) (3.04)
2
Putting k = I may be thought to lead to a 
trivial situation but it does have an important physical 
application in the pphero-conal coordinate system (0.05)
x = kr sn a sn 3 
y = ikk1"'*' r cn a cn $ 
z = k*~^r dn a dn 3
This system has coordinate surfaces 3 = constant
which are elliptic cones and in particular when 3 = K the
degenerate cone is a triangular plate with semi-apex angle
2
equal to the inverse sine of k. Thus when k = \ this
surface is a quarter plane.
Powers of cn u
2 2 2 On putting t = cn u} k = k ’ = \ and h = v(v+l)k
in equation (0*04) and using 0 = t the resulting
equation is
6(e-l)w = t^(6-v)(9+v+l)w . (3*05)
At least two sets of substitutions can be used to reduce
(3*05) to the hypergeometric equation; they are
m -4(i) w = t y followed by T = t . The result is
t(i-t)— -^  + ' y = 0 . (3*06)
Tl}is is the hypergeometric equation with a = -v/4, 
b = (l-v)/4, c s (3-2v)/4 in the standard notation 
(Erddlyi 1). Provided (3-2v)/4 is not an integer 
(i.e. 2v i 4r-l where r = 0, ±1, ±2*...) the general 
solution of (3.06) is thus
y = AF(-iv,lU-v); K3-2v); T) *
+ BTi(lt2v?F(Hl+v)JJ(2+v); J(5+2v); T)
for IT| < 1.
One or other of these series terminates when any 
of the expressions -v/49(l±v)/4a(2+v)/4 is zero or a 
negative integer, i.e. when
v = 4r, ±(4r+i) or -(4r+2) for r = 0,1,2,..*
Thus when v = 4r or 4r + 1 (r = 0,1,2,...) and
p
k = one of the characteristic values of h (leading to 
a Lamd polynomial) is §v(v+l). Also, when 2v = 4r+l we
have one of the characteristic values of Chapter II.
Reverting to equation (0.04) we see that, 
provided 2v i 4r-l, the general solution given that
62.
2
k s g, h = gv(v+1) is, for |cn u| > 1,
w = — F(-vM, (l-v)/4j (3-2v)/4j (cn u)"4)
cn u
F((l+v)M, (2+v)/4; (5+2v)M; (cn u)"4) ( 3 . 0 7 )
The region of convergence is shown shaded in
Pig 1.
in which a = -v/4, b = (l+v)/4, c = 3/4.
The general solution of (3.05) is thus, for all v, 
provided |cn u| < 1^
One or other of these series terminates when any 
of the expressions -v/4, (l±v)/4, (2+v)/4 is zero or a 
negative integer, i.e. when v = 4r or 4r+l (r = 0,1,2,...) 
as in'(i).
The region of convergence for (3.09) is shown in 
Pig. 1 also.
Since no logarithmic term arises in the solution
whatever the value of v it is clear that §v(v+l) is one of
the characteristic values of h when 2v = 1*3*5* •••* as
defined in Chapter II.
Powers of (dn u + i//2 sn u)
On putting t = dn u + ik sn u in equation (0.04)
j
it becomes, with e = t -nr as usual,
(ii) T = t^ results in
, (|. , „ (3.08)
w = AF(-v/ilJ (l+v)/4; 3/^5 cn u)
+Bcn uF((l-v)/4, (2+v)M; 5/^5 on u) ( 3 . 0 9 )
tr(e-v)(e+v+l)w + 2t2{H+(k2-k,2)02}v; + (0+v)(0-v-l)vr = 0 
where H = v(v+l)-2h.
This reduces to
i
t (0-v)(0+v+l)w + (e+v)(e-v-l)w = 0 (3«10)
p
when k = § and h = ^v(v+l).
As in the last section at least two substitutions
can be used to turn (3.10) into the hypergeometric equation.
(i) Successively putting
w = t”vy and T = -t^
we have
i2
T(l-T) + {(3-2v )/4-(5-2v )t /U}§! + $ y = o (3.11)
dt
in which a = l 9 b = -v/2a c = (3-2v ) M  .
For |T| < la provided 1(3-2v) is not an integera
the general solution of (3.11) is
y = AF(i,-|j T) + BT*(1+2v)p(£(l+v), I; T) .
Thus if | (dn u + sn u)| < 1  the general solution of
(0.04) with k 2 = §a h = |v(v+l) is
w - A(dn u + sn u) VF(£* ^ — 5 -(dn u + ^  sn u)^)
+ B(dn u + y g  sn u)1+vF(-=Mpa I; ; -(dnu + -^ sn u)^)
1 3  7 (3*12)provided v i “ a ...
The first solution terminates when v = 2r.
We see that when 2v = Ia5s9a ... there is no
logarithmic term in (3.12) so lv{v+l) is once again one of the
characteristic values for h itfhich was discussed in Chapter II.
The region of convergence for (3.12) is given In
Fig.2.
(ii) Putting T = -t  ^ = -(dn u - ^  sn u)^ in (3*10) we 
obtain equation (3.11) once mores so for 
|dn u - ^ s n  u| < 1  (see Pig.2) we have as the solution 
of (0.04)
w = A(dn u - ^  sn u)~v F(£, -(dn u - ^  sn u)^)
+B(dn u - ^  sn u)1+v P(i^-3 -(dn u - ^  sn u)^)
provided 2v i 4r - 1 (r = 05132335-..).
These diagrams indicate the regions of convergence 
in the fundamental rectangle (u=r+is3 0<r<4K, 0^s<4K) for 
the series derived above. (Since k = k T we have K = K ?.)
4 K
2K
0
Pig. 2.
s
2K
0 V /
2K
Pig. 1.
|cn u| > 1  shaded |dn u + ^  sn u| > 1  shaded
|cn u| < 1  plain |dn u - ^  sn u| > 1 plain
It is clear that
| dn u ± y=2 sn u[ = | cn u| = 1  
when u = 0a2K5K(l+i),K(3+i)32iK32K(l+i) aK(l+3i) ^ Kd+i)* but, 
using the notation of the hypergeometric equation3 
”a + b - c" = - I < 05for each equation* so the series 
involved will all converge at these points absolutely.
Part 2
°b.
A New Perturbation Technique
1. Introduction
The work which follows was prompted by the 
problem of finding the nature of the singularity in the 
subsonic flow near the apex of a delta-wing.
The problem will be discussed^ formulated 
mathematically in the sphero-conal coordinate system and 
a technique for its solution will then be introduced; 
fiqally some indication will be given as to the method’s 
possible application to other problems of a similar 
nature.
2. The Physical Problem
If a "delta-wing”, idealised as an infinite 
sector is placed at zero incidence in a uniform airstream 
it is known (Germain 1) that the velocity potential ip 
involves a factor of the form rv, inhere r is the distance 
from the apex and v (the exponent) is a constant which 
depends on the apex angle, 2w, of the sector. The problem 
is, given o>, to determine v.
It has been shown further that the lowest value 
of v is 1 for w = 0 (Guiraud 1) and I for w = tt/2. Previous 
workers (for example Legendre (1), Guiraud (1)) have found 
approximations valid near each of these extreme points 
while Radlow (1) and Noble (1) have considered the case 
w = tt/4 . More recently Brown and Stewart son (1) and 
Rossiter (1) have given interpolated tables of values of v 
valid away from the extremes. In what follows, a simple
method is given for calculating values of v which is 
applicable over a wide range of values of w between 0 and 
it/2 but which breaks down near either of these values. In 
particular it yields the lowest value of 0.815 for v when 
w = tt/4 (the "quarter-plane" problem). The lowest four 
values of v are tabulated against w.
The method can be readily adapted to the "trailing 
-edge" problem and this is then discussed briefly, a table 
of the six lowest values of v being given.
3. Mathematical Formulation of the Problem
We take cartesian coordinates with the origin 0 
at the apex of the sector, the axis Oz being the production 
of the centre line of the sector "upstream", Oy, 
perpendicular to the plane of the sector, and Ox forming a 
right-handed system.
Thus the sector is bounded by the lines (z < 0) 
z = * x cot to, y = 0; we denote the interior of this by S. 
Then the mathematical problem is to determine ip such that
We now make use of the sphero-conal coordinates 
r, a, B which were defined in the Introduction to this 
Thesis (equations 0*05)
x = kr sn a sn $
where k = sin w, k* = cos u and the Jacobian elliptic
2
v \p = 0 everywhere
 ^ = 0 when y=0,(x,z) ft S
dip/By = 0 when y=0,(x,z) e s.
(4.01a)
(4.01b)
(4.01c)
y = ikk,-"^ r cn a cn B 
z = k,-^r dn a dn 3
functions have modulus k. Then the coordinate surfaces are, 
as was mentioned earlier:
2 2 2 2 r = rQ : the spheres x + y + z = r^ , ' (4*02)
a = a Q : the confocal cones
2 2 2 2 2 * k sn ci k cn a dn a o o o
(4.03)
6 = $Q : the confocal cones
2 2 2 
-*^3------ 5- V -  = . (4.04)
k sn 3 k cn 3 dn e
It can be shown that if r > 0, -2K < a $ 2K 
and 3 = K + i p ,  0 < p ^ 2K* then there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between (x,y,z) and (r,a,3). For the given 
ranges of a and 3, sn a, cn a, dn 0, sn 3* dn 3 are real 
while cn 3 is pure imaginary. Thus the surfaces a = const, 
are elliptic quarter - cones with the x-axis as axis while 
the elliptic half - cones 3 = const, have the z-axis as 
axis.
Then the sector S is the degenerate cone 
3 = K + 2iK* and the surface 3 = K is also degenerate being 
the reflection of S in the' xy-plane. The remainder of the 
x^-plane consists of the degenerate surfaces a = *K.
If r and 3 are held constant, the point P (x,y,z) 
moves once round the surface of the cone 3 = const. as 
a varies from -2K to 2K. It is thus apparent that ij>(r,a,3) 
must be periodic with period 4K in a.
The required conditions which i|>(r,a,3) must 
satisfy are thus:
^(r,a+4K,3) = ^(r,a,3), (4,05a)
iKr, ±K,3) = 0 , (4.05b)
^(r,a,K) = • 0 , (4.05c)
9^(r,a,K+2iK»)/33 = 0, (4.05d)
the last condition arising because *|^  = 0 when = 0 over S.d y d p
We noxtf transform Laplace's equation to sphero-
conal coordinates. In the usual notation for orthogonal
curvilinear coordinates,
h2 = 1
hf = k2r2(sn23-sn2a) (4.06)
? p o p  p
ht = k r (sn a-sn 3) .p
p
So Laplace's equation, V ip = 0, becomes
4  - -T T r \ - T 7 ,  - ■ & >  - 0r k r (sn a-sn B) 3a 3B
and assumption of a separated solution
if = R(r)A(a)B(B) (4.08)
gives rise to the ordinary differential equations
r2R"(r) + rR’(r) - v(v+l)R = 0 (4.09)
A"(a) + {h - v(v+l)lt2sn2a}A(a) = 0 (4.10)
B"(.$) + {h - v(v+l)k2sn2B}B(B) = 0 (4.11)
where h and v(v+l) are separation constants written in the 
most convenient form.
We may assume that Re v > -2 and equations .
(4.10), (4.11) are forms of Lamd's equation, while the 
solutions of equation (4.09) are
R = rv, R = r"v-1. (4.12asb)
Since we require \p to be defined when r = 0 we
choose solution (4.12a) and the problem becomes that of 
finding A(a) and B(a) so that
This pair of eigenvalue problems will enable us 
to calculate h and v, and, of course, it is the values of 
the latter with which we are concerned.
The analysis so far is closely allied to that of 
Kraus & Levine (l),our coordinate system reducing to theirs on
putting sn a = cos 0 and dn 3 = k* cos <£ .
Kraus's degenerate surfaces 6 = 0, e = ir, <{> = 0, = tt then
correspond respectively to our surfaces
a = K, a = -K, 3 = K, 3 = K + 2iK'.
4. Application of the Theory of Lame's Equation
The pair of eigenvalue problems given by equations 
(4.13) - (4.16) may be reduced to a single problem since it 
can be shown that A(oc) and B(3) must be the same functions 
(of different arguments). It is known that Lamd's equation 
has one solution which is odd about K • it is also impossible 
for a non-trivial solution to have a double zero at K. Thus 
there is only one non-trivial solution which vanishes at K.
Moreover, the periodicity condition A(a+4K) = A(a) 
is superfluous. This result can be argued as follows: 
Following the theory of Mathieu's equation we know that 
(replacing u by 2K in Meixner and Schafke 1, Pages 99-100 
or Arscott 1, section 2.1.1) Lamp's equation always possesses
(i) AM (a) + {h - v(v+l)k2sn2a}A(a) = 0 
with A(K) = A(-K) = 0, A(a+4K) = A(a)
(ii) B" (S) + {h - v(v+l)k2sn2B}B(B) = 0 
with B(K) = B>(K+2iK') = 0 .
(4.13)
(4.14)
(4.15)
(4.16)
two solutions w- (^u), w2(u) such that;-
(i) w^(u) is even, w2(u) is odd,
(ii) w1(0) = w£(0) = 1, w^(Q) = w2(0) = 0,
(iii) (u*2K) = Wn (2K)v/1 (u) * w-J (2K)w0(u) ,X X X J. C.  ^|| 1 rj J
(iv) w2(u±2K) = ±w2(2K)w^(u) + w^(2K)w2(u)j
(v) vj1(u)w^(u) - w2(u)w^(u) e 1,
(vi) w1(2K) = w£(2K).
Suppose then that w^(u) is the solution for which 
w3(K) = w 5(-K). = 0.
Using equation (4,17)(ii) we may deduce that
w^Cu) = w3(0)wt1(u) + w^(0)w2(u).
However, w3(±K) = 0 and so 
w3(0) = 0 or w-^ (K) = 0 and w^(0) = 0 or w2(K) = 0.
Four possibilities follow:
(a) w^CO) = 0 and w^(0) = 0,
(b) w^CO) = 0 and w2(K) = 0,
(c) w^(K) = 0 and w^(0) = 0,
(d) w1(K) = 0 and w2(K) = 0 .
Case (a) implies that w^Cu) 5 0,
case (b) that w^Cu) is a multiple of w2(u),
case (c) that w^Cu) is a multiple of w^(u), and
case (d) implies an impossibility (that w^(u) is a multiple
of W2(u)).
We are thus only interested in cases (b) and (c) 
and require to show that if w-^ (K) = 0 then w-^ (u) has period 
4K while if w2(K) = 0 then w2(u) has period 4K.
Consider the first of these alternative criteria, 
viz. w-^K) = 0 .
IBy (4.17) (iii), (iv) 
w^(u+2K) = V7^(2K)w^(u ) + w^(2K)w2(u), 
w2(u+2K) = w 2(2K)w1(u ) + w£(2K)w 2(u ), 
so, on putting u = -K and using (4.17)(i) 
w-^K) = w1(2K)w1 (K) - w £(2K)w 2(K) 
w2(K) = w 2(2K)w1(K) - w^(2K)w 2(K).
But w^QO = 0, so w£(2K)w2(K) = 0 and w2(K) = -wJ,(2K)w2(K). 
Since w2(K) i o, it follows that
w{(2K) = 0 and w ’(2K) = -1 
so, by (4.17)(v), w1(2K) = -1.
Therefore w^(u+2K) = -w^(u) and, as a consequence, 
w-j_(u) has period 4K.
The alternative condition w2(K) = 0 can be shown 
to imply that w2(u) has period 4K.
Thus, since a non-trivial w-^ (u) is a multiple of 
either w1 (u) or w2(u)«> we have shown that w-^ (u) has period 
4K.
It can also be argued that the pair of conditions 
(4.16) may be replaced by the single periodicity condition 
B U + 8iK») = B(e).
We can thus reduce the problem to the 
determination of v so that w(u) satisfies the equation 
2
— ? + fh - v(v+l)k2sn2u}w = 0 
du
and either
w(-K) = w(K) = w'(K+2iK») = 0
or
w(u+4K) = w(u+8iK?) 2 w(u)*
We shall in fact not combine the eigenvalue 
problems in either of these ways but consider the two 
separate cases of;finding
(i) w(u) so that wM(u) + fh - v(v+l)k2sn2u}w = 0 (4.l8a)
with w(-K) = w(K) = 0,
(ii) w(u) so that wf1(u) + {h - v(v+l)k2sn2u}w = 0 (4.18b)
with w(K) = w*(K+2iK?) = 0.
By putting (Arscott 1, Section 9.4.2)
u = K + iK» + ic (4.19)
we can transform the system (4.18b) into one involving a 
real independent variable.
Under this transformation Lamd’s equation becomes
2
+ {h» - v(v+l)k,2sn2U,k» )}w = 0 (4.20)
d r
where h* = v(v+l) - h, k'2 = 1 - k2 (4.21a,b)
while the boundary conditions are
w(-K’) = 0 = w ?(K’). (4.22a,b)
5. Bounds of v
The following argument enables a lower bound to be 
found for the lowest value of v, but no comparable result 
for an upper bound has been obtained. Some approach may be 
possible by the methods used in Chapter II of Part I of this 
Thesis.
Physical interest attaches to the lowest value of
v,which produces a solution that does not vanish in the
intervals (-K,K) and (K,K+2iK?). Now the quantity 
2 2(h-v(v+l)k sn u) attains its maximum value,ha at u = 0 and
p
its minimum, h - v(v+l)k , at u = K, so that successive 
zeros of the required solution will be spaced at an interval
*- 1 r 2  — 1lying between irh § and ir-{h - v(v+l)k } §. Since in fact the 
solution is required to have its zeros spaced at intervals 
of 2K, we have
2 2 
h - v(v+l)k ^ ^ hs
4K
2 2 ~
i.e. — ^  ^ h ^ + v(v+l)k .
■l\Kd kYT
Similar arguments can be applied to (4*20) and (4.22)
(in this case the spacing of the zeros is 4K* not 2Kr) and
we obtain
o 2
h 1 - v(v+l)k* ^ — — x < h»
16K?2
which gives (using k '2 = 1 - k2s h* = v(v+l)- h)
2 2 
v(v+i)k2 - ~ — x < h < v(v+l) - — — x 
1 6 K 9 1 6 K 1
2 2
i.e. v(v+l) ^ ^  +  x .
4K 16K*
6. Perturbation Series Solution
The key to the solution of the problem lies in 
the construction of a new form of perturbation solution of 
Lamdfs equation.
The solution is a perturbation about k = 0 S 
proceeding in powers not of k but of the quantity
q = exp(-TrKVK) (4.23)
which occurs frequently in the theory of elliptic functions 
(see Whittaker and Watson 1, Chapter XXII.) Although q = 0 
when k = 0 and q = 1 when k = 1 the values of q remain 
small unless k is very close to 1 and this is obviously 
beneficial to the convergence of the perturbation series.
For example q < 0.3 when k = 0.993.
The form of the perturbation series was suggested 
by the Fourier series for sn (u,k), namely (modifying the 
notation of Eagle 1 Page 45)
sn2(u,k) - I oos 2rx} (4.24a)
K k r=l 1-q r=l l-q^r
where 2Kx = ttu, (2,24b)
and this expansion is valid for |lm u| < K 1. (4.25)
Using this,equation (0.04) may be written as
+ {H - N I cos 2rx}w = 0 (4.26)
dx r=l 1-q
where N = -8v(v+l), (4.27a)
H = - 8v(v+1) I . (4.27b)
it r=l 1-q
The boundary conditions (4.14) become for (4.26)
w(± tt/2) = 0, w(x + 2it) = w(x). (4.28a,b,c)
We therefore assume a perturbation solution in the
form
w(x) = cos x + qf^(x) + q^f2(x) (4.29)
with H = 1 + c^q + c^q^ +... . (4.30)
This choice is dictated by the fact that we want a solution 
which does not vanish for z e (-K,K) i.e. for x e (~ iirjiir). 
Naturally, all the fp(x) must be periodic with period 2tt.
As usual with this technique (see, for example, N. W.
McLachlan 1, Pages 11-13,for the corresponding situation in 
Mathieu*s equation), the functions ^p(x) are not fully 
determined and need to be normalised. The most convenient 
normalisation rule to apply here is to specify that in the
Fourier series for w(x) the coefficient of cos x shall be 
unity for all values of q* This means that the fp(x) will 
contain no term ih cos x.
We expand the coefficient of w in (4.26) as a 
power series in q (valid for |q| < 1), substituting for H 
from (4.27b), and obtain it as:-
1 + q(c1 - N cos 2x) + q2(c2 - 2N cos 4x)
•z h
+ q (c3 “ N cos 2x - 3N cos 6x) + q (c^ - 4N cos 8x)
+ q5(c5 - N cos 2x - 5N cos lOx) + 0(q6). (4.31)
Now we substitute from (4.29), (4.30) and (4.31) into 
(4.26); the term independent of q vanishes identically, and 
equating successive powers of q to zero gives the sequence 
of equations for the functions ^ .(x);
f” + fx + (o1 - N cos 2x) cos x = 0 (4.32a)
f” + f2 + (c1 - N cos 2x)f^ *
+ (c2 - 2N cos 4x)cos x = 0 (4.32b)
f!* + f^ + (c1 - N cos 2x)f2 + (c2 - 2N cos x^)f-^
+ (c^ , - N cos 2x - 3N cos 6x)cos x = 0
 ^ (4.32c)
fjj + fjj + (c1 - N cos 2x)f^ + (c2 - 2N cos 4x)f2 
+ (c^ - N cos 2x - 3N c o s  6x)f^
+ (c^ - 4N c o s 8x )c o s x = 0 , . (4.32d)
which, we have to solve successively.
Writing (4.32a) in the form
f£ + fi = §N cos 3x + (£N - c^)cos x
it is clear that f-^ (x) will contain a non-periodic term
unless
c-l = J N  . (4.33a)
Moreover, the complementary function of (4.32a) is of the
form A cos x + B sin x, and these terms must be rejected 
because the second is not zero when x = ± tt/2 and inclusion 
of the first would break the normalisation condition. So 
we have
f1(x) = - -^N cos 3x. (4.33b)
Now we substitute for c^ and f^Cx) in (4.32b) and obtain by 
similar arguments,
c2 = - , (4.34a)
*2 ~ + “J ^ cos 3x + " 3|)cos 5x}, (4.34b)
and, continuing the process,
2
Oj = JK(1 - - '§55)5 (4.35a)
°H = " + f + fl2^» (4.36a)
„ - iM /i N x N2 . 5N5 . 11N**. .
5 ‘ s 2 ,2 ,7 ,2 ,9 ,2 „16  ^ » ( **37a)
j * c. ,5 • j • c,
f3 “ - H  <(1 + T2 + ~  8)00s 3* + (1 - £  - f i j W  5x +
3'. 2° 3 .22
+ ^  + i r u ) cos ?x}s (4.35b)
3 *2
f s n!(1 + 12!L + iiSl)cos 3x + n!(i^J!_^!L)co8 5x +
4 27 24>32 29i32 29 3,2 3.2s
. N (_ x + m  + a! . i 4 ) COS 7x +
3.23 27 29 215
.  - s - , ( - 1 .  i S L .  _ a l ,
5*2 3.2' 2 °. 3 2 »3 (4<36b)
By combining the results (4.27b), (4.30), (4.33a)-(4.37a) we 
can write down the relation between h and N which must hold 
in order that the prescribed solution should exist, namely
7. Perturbation series solution of the second eigenvalue
problem
We now apply essentially the same technique in 
order to obtain a perturbation solution of equation (4.20) 
with the boundary conditions (4.21). If we write
p = exp(-7rK/Kt) (4.38)
(4.39)
2
then sn^(c,kl) = 2719 2t-»2
» r* oo r*
I “ h r  2r{Lr=l l-p^1 r=l 1-pK* k
where 2K* £ = ir£, this series being valid when |lm(c)| < K.
We now set y = i(S - iff), and thus transform (4.20) further 
into
+ (H« - N' I -4g£~ cos 4ry)w = 0 (4.40)
dy r=l 1-p
where r
H , = M K ’ill _ 32v(v+l) I s (4.41)
7T r = 1 1-p
N f = 4N = - 32v (v+1). (4.42)
The boundary conditions for (4.40) become
w(-gir) = 0, w ?(0) = 0 . (4.43)
To solve this, we take a perturbation solution in the form
p
w(y) = cos y + pg1(y) + p s2Cy) + , (4.44)
with H ’ = 1 + d-jjp + ^2^^ + ••• , (4.45)
and by similar working to that of paragraph 6 we obtain the
functions gp (y), and the quantities dr, namely:-
I ^  •
N 1 ^
^1 = ^3 = 0 5 ^2 = ~ "2T~ 9 *^6a,47a,48a)
d4 = - f ^ ^ - f  - ^ )  (4.49a).
;j_(y) = (cos 3y + -| cos 5y) (4.46b)
g2(y) = "  1 c^os 7y + (^' g 1 - Dcos 9y} (4.47b)
S3(y) = . ^ { ( l - ^ - ^ ) c o s  3 y ^ ( l - ^ T ^ S j L ) c o B 5y +
. I/, 7k' . N'2 *
5( 1 ---4— 2 “ 9— 2 cos lly +2 • 3 2 * 3
0 (4* 48b)
. 1/, 13N* . N f n ^  ,+ j ( l  jr*-x—  + -Q— p— ) COS 13y}
1 2 . 3 * 5  2 . 3 * 5
which yields the characteristic equation that must be 
satisfied in order that the second eigenvalue problem posed 
by (4.20), (4.22) should have a solution, namely,
4K ,2 (- | - h) = | - Np - 2N(1 + -|— )p2 - 4Np3 -
it2 " 2^.3
- 4H(1 + g-?—----- ^ ------ — )p** - 6Np3+0(p®) . (4.50)
2.3.5 2.3.5 25.3j.5
8. Determination of the exponent
Combination of (4.37) and (4.50) makes it possible 
to eliminate the parameter h, and obtain the following 
transcendental equation for N, the terms omitted being 
0(p6) or 0(q6),
(1 + -jp) + N f ~  - q(-| + 2q + |q2 + 4q5 + -
2tt
- y2p(l + 2p + 4p2 + 4p^ + 6p^)}-
- N2{^(1 + 4q + y q 2 + 8q3) + W2p2(-g + if-)} +
+ „3f^ (. x M  + |q2) + _
- N4f-a^ — (x - yq) - „2 . -ii£!_}+ (4.51)
3.2 2 J 2 i .l>:>.5
+ isf5fjy^ LL.i - o
where y = K/Kf.
Over most of the range u> = 0° - 90°, the quantities
p and q are so small, however, that many terms in (4*51) can
be ignored. For instance, if w = 45°, then K = K 1 ~ 1.854,
y = 1, p = q - 0.04321. Writing Nq = M it is found that,
3to 3 figures, and higher terms are negligible so that one 
has only to solve a quadratic equation. This leads to the 
value v = 0.814(5)
which agrees with the result obtained by Brown and
Stewartson and by Rossiter using a digital computer,
9. Further eigenvalues
Equations(4.28) and the equation
jj 2
+ Hw = 0
dx
are together satisfied by the functions w = cos(2r + l)x, 
sin 2rx (r = 0,1,2,...) provided that H is respectively
2 2equal to (2r+l) , 4r . Therefore solutions other than the 
perturbation discussed in paragraph 6 can be obtained in the 
form
w(x) = cos(2r+l)x + qfp .^x) + q2fr 2(x) + ... (4*52)
with H = (2r+l)2 + cr i q + cr 2 q2 + ... (4.53)
or w(x) = sin 2rx + qF n(x) + q2F ~(x) + ... (4.54)
with H = 4r2 + Cr . q + Cp _ q2 + ... (4.55)
(r = 0,1,2,...).
Similarly functions go n(y), o(y)» ••• withS £ X S £ (L
corresponding values d , d 0, ... can be found so that
5 £ JL 5 £ d,
w(y) = cos(2s+l)y + PSSsl(y) + P2Ss>2 ^  + **• (4.56)
with H ! = (2s+l)2 + do p + do 0 p2 + ... (4.57)
S ^ -L S ^ cL
(s = 0,1,2,...) satisfies equations (4.40) and (4.43).
Thus a doubly infinite set of values of v can be 
obtained by pairing each member of (4.53) or (4.55) with 
each member of (4.57)• The exponent v discussed in 
paragraph 8 is, of course, that found by pairing (4.54)
(r a 0) with (4.57) (s = 0).
Table 1 gives the values of v which correspond to 
the four pairings indicated, using terms up to anAincluding 
those in p**, q^ in equation (4.51) and the corresponding 
equations.
Table 1
w cos x/cos y cos x/cos 3v sin 2x/cos: y sin 2x/cos
5° - 1.1751 - 1.4129
10° 1.0689 1.3030 - 1.5720
15° 1.0001 1.4159 - 1.7243
20° 0.9720 1.5157 - 1.8786
25° 0 .9*170 1.5956 - 2.0381
30° 0.9195 1.6434 - 2.2020
35° 0.8880 1.6506 2.2030 2.3653
1(0° 0.8526 1.6269 2.0155 2.5145
1(5° 0.8146 1.5938 1.9669 2.6240
50° 0.7754 1.5624 1.9321 2.6645
55° 0.7361 1.5414 1.8947 2.6416
60° 0.6975 1.5251 1.8493 ■ 2.5959
65° 0.6602 1.5141 1.7965 2.5559
ooc— 0.6246 1.5072 1.7383 2.5282
75° 0.5909 1.5032 1.6776 2.5115
ooCO 0.5591 1.5019 1.6166 2.5028
oinCD 0.5298 1.5047 1.5570 2.4989
Because the values of N increase steadily with
and s it seems unlikely that the results given in the
last three columns are very accurate away from the middle 
of the range.
It is possible, of course, to use coefficients 
of higher powers of p and q in order to increase the 
accuracy - the calculation involved, however, would 
obviously be very tedious.
10. The Trailing Edge Problem
This can be formulated as the complement of the 
leading edge problem which was set up in paragraph 2. The 
wing is now supposed to be given by the set of values of 
(x,z) in the plane y = 0 which do not belong to S while the 
space "downstream” is the set S.
The mathematical problem is thus to determine ^
such that
This in turn becomes the three-point problem of 
determining values of v such that Lame’s equation 
2
+ fh - v(v+l)k2sn2(u*k)}w = 0- (4.61)
du
has a solution w(u) for which
w ’(-K) = 0, w*(K) = 0* w(K + 2iK») = 0. (4.62a*b*c)
Once again two perturbed series can be obtained: 
viz. (i) w(x) satisfying (4.26) and such that 
w !(± -|) = 0, w(x 4- 2n) = w(x).
p
i.e. (a) w = sin (2r+l)x + q4» (x) + q <j> 0(x) + ... (4.63)
1 9 ±  1 9 c-
with H = (2r+l)2 + Yr + Yr 2 q2<J,+ ••• (4.64)
(r = 0*1*2* ... ),
or (b) w = cos 2rx + q$ (x) + q2 (x) + ... (4.65)J/ ^ -L J? £ d.
with H = 4r2 + r x q + rr^2 q2 4- ... (4.66)
(r = 0*1*2,...).
and
2
V ijj = 0 everywhere*
ifj = 0 when y = 0* (x*z) € S*.
4$ = 0 when y = 0* (x*z) A  S.
ay 9
(4.58)
(4.59)
(4.60)
(ii) w(y) satisfying (4.40) and such that 
w !(- lir) = 0, w(0) = 0,
p
i.e. w = sin(2s+l)y + pGg .^ (y) + p Gg 2(y) + ... (4.67)
with H* = (2s+l)2 + D .p + D 0p2 + ... (s = 0,1*2,...) .
s * (4.68)
The coefficients Cr n^, Dg n^ and Fr n(x)* G g n^ (y)
(n = 1,2,3,...) may be determined by a method which is 
precisely similar to that used in sections 4 and 5. Each 
perturbation leads to an equation connecting h and v so that 
once again there is a doubly infinite set of values of v, 
each member of which corresponds to the pairing of one 
equation from the first perturbation with one equation from 
the second. Some of the values of v which arise are given 
in Table 2; as with Table 1 the accuracy of these values 
decreases as w moves away from it/4.
In the trailing edge case the second eigenvalue 
is the one on which interest centres, since this leads to 
the eigensolution whose exponent is compatible with the 
Kutta - Joukowski condition. This condition stipulates 
that the streamwise derivative of the velocity potential 
should be finite at the trailing edge.
In order that d(rv)/dr should remain finite as 
r + 0 we need v 1. It will be seen that when w = ir/4 (the 
three quarter plane) our table yields the second eigenvalue 
as 1.1309. This value does not appear to have been found 
in Hossiter’s work; her second eigenvalue is in fact the 
third given by our calculation. It seems that her method in 
requiring the oddness of a solution about one of the 
coordinate planes eliminates a number of the eigensolutions 
obtained by the argument of this Chapter.
Table 2
CO
1/ 
sin y
1/ 
sin 3v
sin x/ 
s m  y
sin x/ 
sin 3y
cos 2x/ 
sin y
cos 2x/ 
sin 3y
5° 0.1303 0.8892 - 1.1766 - 1.4129
10° 0.1583 1.0090 1.1153 1.3105 - 1.5721
15° 0.1811 1.1078 1.0435 1.4377 - 1.7244
20° 0.2017 1.1929 1.0394 1.5661 - 1.8792
25° 0.2212 1.2641 1.0482 1.6983 - 2.0405
30° 0.2401 1.3209 1.0633 1.8343 - 2.2102
35° 0.2588 1.3647 1.0828 1.9714 - 2.3894
40° 0.2776 1.3983 1.1054 2.1024 2.0846 2.5769
45° 0.2966 1.4249 1.1309 2.2167 2.0563 2.7514
50° 0.3159 1.4466 1.1591 2.3047 2.0554 2.8207
55° 0.3359 1.4646 1.1899 2.3669 2.0512 2.7209
60° 0.3563 1.4799 1.2225 2.4098 2.0162 2.5484
65° 0.3777 1.4956 1.2570 2.4401 1.9372 2.3672
70° 0.3999 1.5188 1.2926 2.4597 1.8231 2.1898
75° 0.4232 1.5863 1.3277 2.4724 1.6890 2.0170
80° 0.4480 - 1.3606 3.1466 1.5434 1.8457
85° 0.4756 - 1.3879 - 1.3844 1.6671
The author is indebted to Mr. P. J. Campana for
his computation of many of the results given in Tables 1 
and 2.
11. Further Applications of the Perturbation Method
It seems likely that this work could be used to 
consider solutions of Lame’s equation with other 
periodicities. It should also be applicable to problems 
involving the ellipsoidal wave equation
+ (a + bk2 sn2u + ck^ sn^u)w = 0
du
(c depending on the wave number) since*using the identity 
2
(sn2u) = 2{l - 2(l+k2)sn2u + 3k2 sn^u}*
dud
4
it is a simple matter to find the Fourier series for sn u. 
Such applications have not yet been seriously studied. It 
is hoped that work along these lines will prove fruitful* 
especially in the latter case since the ellipsoidal wave 
equation has proved particularly intractable hitherto.
Consideration is also being given to the problem 
of diffraction in an elliptic cone* following the formal 
solutions given by Kraus and Levine (1).
Further analysis for the trailing edge suggests 
that in the case of a lifting wing there is a discontinuity 
in the gradient of ip behind the wing. This is a point on 
which an aerodynamicist1s views should prove illuminating.
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